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JMU sees increase
in female leaders
"We have goals, but we don't have
quotas," he said, adding that the university
recruits females "all the time." Wadley
Two campus organizations recently had said he is proud of the fact that JMU has
entirely female executive councils elected, two female vice presidents. "I've never
demonstrating the rise of women into heard of it, except at all-women colleges,"
positions of power at JMU.
he said.
The ratio of women to men in positions
The increase in female leaders can be
of leadership or power has risen attributed to the women themselves, he
considerably in the Student Government said. Women have courage now to apply
Association, the University Class for jobs they wouldn't have asked for
Organization and at JMU in general years ago, and are getting hired. Women's
according to the 1993 Statistical organizations are also encouraging women
Summary.
to apply for the positions, he said.
Jennifer Mabe, SGA president-elect
This increase doesn't warrant
said, "I was brought up to not think that complacency in recruitment of women,
the fact that I'm a
though.
woman
had
Dr. Mary Lou
a
anything to do with
Wylie, associate
my
leadership
dean
of the
potential."
College of Letters
Women have
and
Sciences,
also demonstrated
said,
"We
leadership potential
shouldn't
use
within the school's
women
and
administration in
minorities
as
t*
the last three years.
tokens ... I think
in the faii of 1991, ore quite a jew women.
they should recruit
Dr. Bethany Oberst
the best people
James Wadley possible,
joined Barbara
and
Castello as the
JMU affirmative action officer often those people
second of five vice _^_____—^_^_
happen to be
presidents.
women."
Wadley
said
JMU
wouldn't hire
Affirmative action may be responsible
unqualified
candidates
for
a position, but
for some of women's successes
recruiting
is
concentrated
in
All of JMU administration positions are "unrepresentative" areas where there are
not as evenly balanced as the vice few or no females in leadership positions.
presidents. Five of the 14 assistant and
"As far as their reputations are
associate vice presidents are women, concerned, they're doing a splendid job,"
according to the summary. This ratio has he said. "If you look across the board at
dropped slightly from 38 percent in 1991 leadership positions, there are quite a few
to 36 percent this spring, but women are women."
gaining, according to Suzanne Straub,
Verta Maloney, former president of the
assistant vice president for Student Black Student Alliance, said the trends
Services.
show that affirmative action is still
Straub said the number of women in necessary. "Statistics still prove that
positions of power "speaks to the women who graduate tend to get jobs that
university's commitment" to recruit pay less," she said.
women. "The institution of JMU will
pursue what it needs for the organization Recruitment of women remains a
to grow and flourish, and that includes priority
women," she said.
For faculty members, Associate
Associate Vice President for University Professor of hotel-restaurant management
Advancement Glenda Rooney said she John Palmer said the recruitment of
feels that hiring shouldn't be based on women and minorities has gone too far.
gender.
"Race quotas and gender quotas have
"The people who are qualified for really hurt morale," he said. He added that
positions are the ones that should be hired as long as the university implements these
regardless of race or gender," she said.
quotas, hiring is not done on the basis of
James Wadley, the university's merit.
affirmative action officer, said the
"We still are operating under a nonuniversity does take gender into account in merit system," Palmer said, adding that as
recruiting, but there is no set number of
women the university is seeking.
LEADERS page 2

by Jessica Jenkins
senior writer

If you look
across the board
at leadership
positions, there

Making music

MIKE HEFTNER

BrIdgewater College Professor of sociology Mwizenge Tembo, a native of
Zambia, preforms an African drum dance at the first-ever African-American
Spring Festival Saturday In Harrisonburg.

Campus bans smoking
in more enclosed areas
hy David Wilkerson
contributing writer
Each year, 9,000 people die from
secondhand smoke, according to statistics
in U.S. News & World Report. JMU is
making efforts to protect its
students from that fate.
Many buildings on
campus have banned
smoking altogether,
and buildings that are
not smoke-free have
designated areas for
smokers to light up.
The 1993-94 JMU
Handbook states that
smoking is prohibited in
university buildings with
few exceptions, including
faculty and staff members'
private offices and designated
areas in Carrier Library.
D-hall allowed smoking only in line 4

until April 1. The decision to prohibit
smoking altogether in D-hall followed a
Student Government Association bill of
opinion urging the ban last month.
Star Wilbraham, SGA chairperson protempore, said that it was just one in a
series of bills trying to eliminate
smoking.
Aubrey
Wooten,
director of resident dining,
said, "People have been
talking about a ban for
two years. The (SGA)
food committee started
it all with petitions."
Although the SGA
has no official power
over dining services,
Wooten said he considers
it a legitimate voice of the
student body. He said that the
majority of students would support a
SMOKING page 2
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Leaders

continued from page 1
a
white
male,
he
is
disadvantage^ "I don't like being
discriminated against."
Dr. Jerry Benson, dean of the
College of Education and
Psychology, said, "Within the
college when we recruit, we're
looking for qualities and
competencies, not focusing on
issues of gender or race."
In spite of this, Benson said
the college does recruit through
different avenues in an attempt to
reach women and minorities.
"We will continue to do that to
get the richest pool of
applicants," he said.
Maloney said the college
environment is unique in its
acceptance of women in
leadership positions. "People are
supposed to be more open and
they're more willing to see that
women in fact can do these jobs."
Females are establishing a
firm foothold In university
governance
Women may be breaking into
positions of power at JMU, but
the battle hasn't been won.
All five colleges are headed by
men, and of the 36 department
heads, 10 are women. However,
three-fifths of the assistant and
associate deans are women.
Wylie said the three-fifths
ratio is a sign that although
women have been members of
the JMU administration for a
long time, they are moving up.
"I think we're simply seeing a
greater distribution," she said.
In the student body, females
accounted for 56.1 percent of the
total enrollment last semester, or
6,367 students, according to the
summary. This is up from 55.9
percent in the fall of 1992.
Leadership positions in student
organizations lean even further in
favor of females. All of the newly
elected leaders of the SGA are
female, and 20 of the 37 active
senators are women as well.
"I think it's wonderful," Mabe
said. "I don't think it's anything
magical. Women in many areas
on campus are taking more
leadership roles."
Mabe said others have brought
up the subject to her more than
she's thought about it herself.
"It's just a point of interest," she
said.
She
said,
"Leadership
positions are almost always voted
upon. JMU is lucky that it has

that many qualified females."
Castello agreed that the credit
should go to the women who
have gained leadership positions.
"I think that more of the
female students are coming to
school now with career goals in
mind," she said. "Back when I
graduated, I think that the career
goals were either education or
nursing or homemaker. I think
it's open now."
Women rise to positions of
power in many student
organizations
Mabe said she thinks the
predominantly female leadership
of other JMU organizations is
"perfectly fair."
In other campus organizations,
women have been the ones to
take strides toward leadership.
The College Republicans and the
Young Democrats are headed by
women. The Council of Campus
Leaders, EARTH and Interhall
Council have women at the helm,
as does the University Program
Board.
Kristine Olka, president of
EARTH, said her election is
largely a reflection of the group's
membership, which is threefourths women, but she said the
increase in the number of female
student leaders at JMU is a good
sign.
"When we get out in the real
world, we can use that experience
to go on to other leadership
posts," she said.
On the other side of the coin,
Olka said that women still have a
long way to go in the business
world.
"We are still moving ahead,
but I think men are still leaders
and will continue to hold
leadership positions," she said.
The newly elected UCO
Executive Council is also
composed entirely of women.
Gavrielle Josel, president-elect
of UCO, said that because
women have shown themselves
to be ready for leadership roles,
the men on campus have backed
away.
"I think it's by their own
choice, women have shown much
more enthusiasm," she said.
This lack of male enthusiasm
is not responsible for the rise in
female leaders, though, Josel
said. Women have rightfully
taken these positions as a result
of a superior ability to lead, she
said.

ROGER WOLLENBERG

A prophet's call
Prophet Jed Smock talks with senior Don Zamanl Thursday on the commons about
religious beliefs. Smock Is one of two prophets who have visited campus this semester.

Smoking
continued from page 1
ban on smoking.
Sophomore Katrice Jones said,
"I'm ecstatic about it. I have had
to move because of the smoke on
line 4 several times."
Freshman Bill Harden said,
"The only thing I want smoked in
D-hall is the ham."
Other students were not even
aware that smoking was ever
allowed in D-hall.
"I did not even realize that
smoking was allowed in D-hall
until they started talking about
this ban," said freshman nonsmoker, Fred Chung.
Whether they knew they could
smoke there or not, some
smokers say that they try not to
smoke when others are eating.
Freshman Jennifer Tatum said,
"Even though I am a smoker, I
don't like for people to smoke
when I'm eating.
"I did smoke there once right
before the ban, though. It was
just because I could," Tatum
said.
Freshman Connie Dewitt, a
smoker, said, "It did not bother
me at all because I never smoked
there anyway. My parents taught
me that it is rude to smoke when
people are eating."

The D-hall workers who
smoke were not particularly
upset, either.
Shirley Canape, an employee
of D-hall, said that although she
used to smoke on line 4 during
her lunch break, she now enjoys
sitting on the loading docks.
"They never let us smoke on
the docks before, but now that we
can't smoke inside they let us,"
Canape said.
"I love the sunshine now, but I
guess I'll freeze next winter,"
Canape said.
D-hall's employees are not the
only American workers affected
by a ban on smoking. The U.S.
Labor Department has proposed a
broad ban that would impact 70
million workers, according to
U.S. News.
On the JMU campus, D-hall
was the last food service building
to allow smoking.
PC Dukes, according to
manager Dwight Campbell,
banned smoking in 1986 as a
result of another SGA vote.
Although he is a smoker, he says
that it does not bother him at all
to go outside to smoke.
Nancy Carrier, the director of
all food services in Warren Hall,
said that since the entire building
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is smoke-free, Amigo's, The
Steakhouse and The University
Club have to be.
"At least two years ago, we
provided ashtrays in the
University Club, but we sure
can't anymore," said Carrier,
who is a smoker.
A manager at Mr. Chips, Watt
Lough, said that his store has not
allowed smoking in the eight
years he has been associated with
JMU.
"The state of Virginia does not
allow smoking in service lines,"
Lough said.
According to university policy,
it is at the discretion of the
individual building coordinator as
to whether or not smoking is
allowed in a building on campus,
including private offices.
The handbook also states that
the hall council of each residence
hall decides the smoking policy
for the residence hall. The hall
votes on whether smoking will be
allowed in private rooms only,
suites, or public areas.
A secretary for the Human
Resources
and
Facilities
Management Administrative
Offices said that the majority of
buildings are currently smokefree.

CORRECTION
In the April 21 issue of The
Breeze, Dr. Lee Ward should
have been identified in the
visiting scholar story as the
associate director of Student
Activities. The Breeze
.regrets the error. ,
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News
Speaker addresses world of TV news
Editor, producer of 'NBC Nightly News' discusses highlights of his job
by Steve Lee
staff writer
Andrew Franklin, an editor
and broadcast producer of "NBC
Nightly News" with Tom
Brokaw, gave a lecture entitled
"Whose News Is It?" Friday
night in Anthony-Seeger Hall.
The lecture dealt primarily
with his experiences with "NBC
Nightly News."
Franklin is in charge of editing
the anchor and script copy for
coherency and emphasis. When
he is finished editing, the copy
goes through another producer.
Brokaw then looks over the copy
before he goes on the air.
Franklin said he has had many
interesting experiences during his
18 years at NBC.
One experience . Franklin
discussed involved producing an
interview between Brokaw and
David Letterman, shortly before
the talk show host left NBC.
The piece was shot as the two
fished in Central Park. During the
segment, Letterman told a
revealing story about how his
mother reacted after seeing him
perform for the first time.
Franklin said that throughout the
story, Letterman showed a real

vulnerability, which is the kind of
material that Franklin is always
looking for.
Although he was a viewer and
not behind the camera during the
Watergate controversy, Franklin
said it played a major role in
sparking his interest in
journalism.
"Watergate brought out the
best and worst out of
journalism," he said.
Franklin discussed how he
became fascinated with the
Watergate hearings while at the
Rochester
Institute
of
Technology. "Watergate forced
TV to come of age," he said.
While he came to college as a
graphic design major, Franklin
switched over to journalism and
was involved with his college
yearbook and newspaper. After
college, he found a job at NBC.
Franklin talked about the
dramatic changes in broadcasting
he has witnessed throughout his
career. One change he discussed
was the move from film to video,
which allowed journalists to
work right up to deadline,
because video does not need to
be developed like film does.
Another change he discussed
was the advent of satellite

MIKE HEFFNER

Andrew Franklin, an editor and producer of "NBC Nightly News"
describes his job Friday night in Anthony-Seeger auditorium.

technology. This made it possible
to do work which used to take a
day in a few hours.
However, along with the new
technology came pressure from
viewers to broadcast the news
instantaneously, he said.

"If there is a plane crash, it is
the people's expectation to see it
right on the television," Franklin
said.
"We live and die by good
NEWS page 8

Former JMU
police officer
to stand trial
A trial date for the case of
Commonwealth v. Kenneth
Brown was set for May 19 at
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County Circuit Court.
Brown, a former JMU
police sergeant, appeared at
the court in Harrisonburg last
Thursday when the official
date was set
Brown, 34, of Harrisonburg
was indicted on one count of
grand larceny Feb. 22. The
larceny charge stems from an
alleged theft of more than
$200 from a Versacard
machine in Carrier Library.
The alleged theft occurred
Dec. 2, 1993.
Brown entered a plea of not
guilty at the February
indictment bearing.
Thursday morning's court
proceeding was set to allow
Brown and his counsel and the
Commonwealth Attorney to
make an agreed disposition.
Because no disposition was
made, the court set a trial date.
A disposition is a plea
bargain the defendant and the
Commonwealth Attorney try
to reach to avoid going to trial.
— GregFroom

Day of activities remembers
Holocaust victims, survivors
by Kimberly Brown
contributing writer

MAGGIE WELTER

Pure refreshment
Sophomore l±t Boon fjlls an EARTH mug with soda as part of Earth Day
festivities held Sunday afternoon on Hanson fleW. .
„v„ .,.,,,, ,

In place of reading the names of
Holocaust survivors on the commons,
videos, posters, critical documents and
other memorabilia of the Holocaust is on
display from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
Phillips Hall Ballroom.
Last year the situation in Bosnia was
mentioned, according to Birnbaum. This
year part of the video display will include
footage of Bosnia.
At 1:30 p.m. volunteers will be reading
aloud the book Night by Elie Wiesel,
which reflects his experiences in the
concentration camps of Auschwitz and
Buchenwald.
In the past, there have been two
speakers for Holocaust Remembrance
Day. This year, Jay Ipson, a Holocaust
survivor, will be the only speaker.
Ipson lived in Lithuania as a child
before he was sent to a concentration
camp.
"It's hard for people to relate to the
magnitude of the situation," Ipson said.
He added that he will give background on
the rise of Hitler and talk about the
Holocaust as a whole before speaking
about his personal experiences.
A candlelight vigil begins tonight at
6:30 p.m. on the commons, followed by a
candlelight procession back to Phillips

Today the struggles of millions of
Jewish people during World War U will be
remembered throughout the world,
including the JMU campus, with
Holocaust Remembrance Day.
Events at JMU are being sponsored by
the Holocaust Remembrance Committee
in memory of victims and survivors of the
Holocaust, according to committee
member senior Kim Birnbaum.'
The
committee
consists
of
representatives from Interfaith Campus
Ministries, including B'ith B'nai Hillel, a
Jewish organization, and members from
Presbyterian, Lutheran, Episcopalian, and
Methodist denominations.
The committee made several changes
from last year's program.
Birnbaum, who is also vice president of
B'ith B'nai Hillel, said that the changes
made in this year's program are intended
to raise awareness about the Holocaust.
"In addition to education, we hope to
increase sensitivity to the humanitarian
issues that are occurring today," she said.
According to Birnbaum, the various
groups in Interfaith Campus Ministries
collaborated and worked hard to make
these changes; v i«<•»o t '* n a »■• '■/ •> cjft'fl < fvJiii't,
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CORRECTION

CONE PICK
UP YOUR

Volunteers Wanted

Non-smoking, male and female volunteers are needed
to participate in a flu study in Chariottesville, Virginia.
The study will run from June 24 through July 3.
For screening, come to the

JMU ffi

BLCIESTONE

on Monday, April 25 between 8:30 mm. and 2:00 p.m.
pot the UVa Health Center as stated in The Breeze, April 21)
Payment of $725 upon completion of study.

Yearbooks will be
given out
on +ke commons
beginning
Monday, ,Ap»*il
25/ at 9 a.m.

,u*s&-
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You've worked too hard to
trust your diploma or
certificate to just anybody —

Get it framed DIFFERENTLY with

Creative Matting by the Razorman

GET YOURS
TODAY

Jerry A. Payne
V-grooves, marble mats, gold liners

Payne's Frame & Art Gallery, Inc
(703)434-3224
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Reality Bites
Tlws,
AH movies are at 7 & 9:3© p.m.
unless otherwise indicated.
Congratulations to:
Heidi Targee, the new Publicity Assistant
Sia Butler, the new Global Awareness Assistant
Deborah Mann, the new Public Relations Assistant
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There will be no movie
on Friday because
Local Band Showcase is
going to roclt >
Grafton-Stbv^ -iS
1*as
cancelled, but at least^>
;:p$tiv&09tf. Exams vm&y
moved to 2 p.m. so you
can still rock out Friday

HOLOCAUST
REMEMBRANCE
DAY
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Holocaust
Remembrance Day is
April 25 and there
will be an
information table on
the commons as well
as tables and videos
in Phillips Hall and
the Warren Hall
Lobby. Also from 7-9
p.m. in Phillips Hall
Holocaust survivor
Jay Ipson will be
speaking.

>-J

The UPB wishes everyone Good Luck on Exams and a Great Summer!
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Converted houses add flair to some JMU offices
Eastover House, Paul Street House and Shenandoah Hall are unique settings for JMU facilities
with conventional lighting and McGovernWeight said he simply had to take the
hanging bar out of the closet in his office
Some of the administrative offices on and put in some shelves.
the outskirts of campus bring new
McGovern-Weight said his office is a
meaning to the phrase "working out of the pleasant working space.
home," with many of these offices having
"Sometimes, I think I get a lot more
been places of residence.
work done here because it's quieter," he
One of JMU's most recent purchases is said. "I'm in the guest bedroom, but I
Eastover House, located on Paul Street don't think that's indicative of how long
behind the X-lot soccer field. The house I'm going to be here."
was purchased in 1993 from a
The appearance of the third bedroom
Harrisonburg family.
was the reason it is being used as their
Currently, the house is being used for copy room, said McGovern-Weight.
Facilities Planning and Media Resources,
"[The family] started to paint the room
according to the 1993-94 James Madison and didn't finish. There's long, blue
University Undergraduate Catalog.
streaks on the walls so we put the copy
Howard Whitmore, project manager machine in there," he said.
with Facilities Planning, says working in
The kitchen still contains most modern
Eastover House is a definite improvement appliances, according to Whitmore. He
from his previous space in Wilson Hall. said the refrigerator is convenient for an
According to Whitmore, the layout of the occasional soda, and along with the oven,
house works very well for their specific stove and sink, they've added a fax
needs.
machine.
"My office is in the master bedroom,"
"The space works very well for
Whitmore said. "Bob works in another Facilities Planning. We now have
bedroom, the third bedroom is our copy adequate layout room for different jobs,"
center, the living room is our conference Whitmore said.
room and the dining room is were we do
While space is abundant at Eastover
our layout work."
House, Paul Street House lacks what
Whitmore and Bob McGovern-Weight, Eastover cherishes.
also a project manager, said they did not
Paul Street House was purchased by
have to make many adjustments to the JMU in 1989 from the T.C. Frye family. It
house to make it fit their needs. They currently holds the Office of Continuing
replaced the chandelier in the dining room Education and External Programs, and the
Office of International
Education, according
to the undergraduate
catalog.
Judy Cohen,
director
of
International
Education, said Paul
Street House is quite
crowded from day to
day. There are
currently 10 people
working there each
day and about nine
others who come and
go"It's crowded,
but we are all polite to
each other as we tend
to rub elbows in the
Eastover House was bought by JMU In 1993 and Is now
hallway," Cohen said.
being used for Facilities Planning and Media Resources.
by Jodie Bartoe
staff writer

PHOTOS BY TODD LAPLANTE

Shenandoah Hall, once apartments, now houses the Department of Public Safety.

Though the house is small, Cohen said
it contains the charm of a home, and it
appears that everyone is happy there.
"The full kitchen and bathrooms add a
lot of convenience. It's really been a very
pleasant working environment," Cohen
said.
Cohen said she believes that the fact
that their office use to be a home allows
them to respect and appreciate their
workplace a little bit more.
"We feel it's more our own because it's
small," she said. "We have a proprietary
interest in keeping it nice and feeling that
it belongs to us."
While Eastover and Paul Street houses
are rather recent additions to JMU,
Shenandoah Hall, located on South Main
Street, has been around since 1922,
according to the 1993-94 undergraduate
catalog. Originally, the house was built as
an apartment building. Sgt. H.W. Lam,

parking manager, said many retired JMU
teachers and administrators used to live
there.
Lam, who's been working at JMU for
more than 20 years, said he still clearly
remembers a resident of the building
named Mrs. Roadcap. She was an elderly
woman who worked at the JMU dining
hall.
In the early 1970s, the building was
leased to JMU to be used as a residence
hall, according to the 1993-94
undergraduate catalog.
Lam also said he remembers at one
time the house held the Sawhill collection
of ancient Egyptian artifacts for a period
of time.
Currently, Shenandoah Hall is being
used as the Department of Public Safety.
Alan MacNutt, director of Public
Safety, said he enjoys working there in
HOUSES page 13

Sit-down comedian raises awareness about disabilities
a part of things too," she said.
by Ben GUI
The one-hour program consisted of a comedy routine
contributing writer
with jokes and singing impersonations.
One comedian characterizes himself as "a sit-down
At the age of 16, Charlebois was paralyzed from the
comic who's always on a roll" and Saturday night he waist down in a car accident. He said, "A couple years
demonstrated what that means.
after that, I started watching a lot of comedy on TV. I saw
Jeff Charlebois, a paralyzed comedian, performed in a lot of comics that I thought weren't funny and began
the Phillips Hall Ballroom as part of Disability Awareness writing jokes myself, thinking I could sell them.
Week. Kara Karr, coordinator of the Office of Disability
"The more I kind of looked at my jokes, I said to
Services at JMU, explained what she hoped would be myself, 'I don't think anyone can use these jokes but me,'
achieved by holding events such as Charlebois' comedy because a lot of them were wheelchair jokes," he said.
act.
This was the beginning of his career as a sit-down
"We are hoping that the university students would just comedian.
realize that students with disabilities are a population on
Charlebois, who now resides in Los Angeles, visits
this campus and that they would be sensitive to the needs about 30 to 40 colleges a year along with comedy clubs
of thtse students .with disabilities ahdaware th&f ttey.are • ^sjnd _medicaVfa$t!Ge]s ssph^i/QliabUiiatjon- hospitals' and*.

medical conferences. He recently wrote a sitcom about a
man in a wheelchair and also completed a book which
takes a humorous look at the medical field.
After the accident, Charlebois explained that his family
and friends gave him support. But hie found his main hope
— a sense of humor. "I was always able to keep my sense
of humor. I'm just thankful that I have a talent and that
God gave me this talent in my sense of humor."
Ten years have passed since Charlebois began to use
that talent as a comedian. It was a difficult beginning for
Charlebois. He said, "I never thought it would go this far.
I always thought it would branch out into something else.
But I have always kept within my field of comedy
writing."
t Charlebois says that his humor has helped him keep the
'. * ''
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Floral Bouquet
2 latex balloons
1 Greeting card ($1.50 value)
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Only $5.49 (Reg. $7.07)
• ADD jl FOR CAMPUS DEU VERY

Stop by and check oat oar olber
ucckly Kpeciah!
We refill vonr Earth Magjt St
"R"Mag» tar leas!
Hours:

Phone
(568)3922

"'am Midnight M F
9am .Midnight S S

„ Vee'sWace
Dine-ln • Buffet • Take Out • Delivery

Mayl 12-4 p.m.
Hillside Field
$5 food and drink
Bring 2 IDs

#

Make Your Reservations Early!
1588 S. Main St.

SPONSORED BY

UCO

434 - 3003

Thank You!
Integrated Learning Resources, formerly the Office of Information Technology, would like
to express its appreciation to the following student assistants for the fine job they do in assisting the
faculty, staff, and students in various areas of computing at JMU. Thank you for a job well done!
Graduate Assistants
Shcrecn Elnahal
Robert McGolerick

Joe Tedesco
Mike Thompson
* Valerie Walsh
Greg Wilson

HelpDesk/
Media Technology Lab
* Chad Andersen
* Denny Basham
Justin Besachio
Jennifer Chapman
* Wanda Davis
* Andrea Dodge
Kris ti Draughn
Stacy Flechner
* Melissa Hood
* Tonya Kirby
Dan Lievens
* Chris Lupton
* Chris Maxwell
♦Matt Moore
* JoeNardone
* Angie Orebaugh
Doug Preston
* Craig Schuster

Microcomputer Labs
* Mike Baker •
* Danielle Batdorf
Jorie Burkman
Neil Campbell
Jay Colavita
* Alex Davis
Rick Day
* MattEkstrom
Kara Garten
Greg Gingerich
Aaron Hatfield
* Kevin Kapfer
* Jeff Kane
AlexKelloff
Brian Laubscher
* Christine Lewis
* Travis Mayo
* Cheryl McLeod

* Justin Miller
* Michele Minderiein
* Margaret Murray
Chris O'Connell
Drew Pascarella
Bo Powell
* Drew Puller
Andrea Robinson
* Paul Sanford
* Jim Scott
* Amy Scruggs
Ryan Shaw
* Traci Showalter
* Anthony Simoes
Paula Simpson
* James Song
* Matt Stark
Marie Surrette
Mark Sutton
AlexTsao
Tricia Thomasson
Greg Vaughan
Clayton Webb
Scott Wells

Office Student Assistants
* MaxCuster
DanaGooch
Michelle LoVoulo
Publications Assistant
Kass Kastings
Training Assistant
MiaCheong
VAX Operators
* Paul Campbell
* Warren Crowder
John Cox
* Marcia Daughtry
Dave George
* Edward Home
JiyubLee
* Tamaika Menefee
MattSanne

Our best wishes and congratulatipn^ also go to pur graduating seniors!! (Senjor^. deijoted t^,f)
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Freshman Michael Robinson jams to the hip hop sounds of
musical group Down South Friday afternoon on the commons.

Events
expose
African
heritage
•Speaker addresses black students' role
on college campuses to openJMVs Ebony
Exposure 1994.
by Jenny Leonard
staff writer
The purpose of attending an
institution of higher education is
not "for you to party and get
some Greek letters on your
sweater!" according to a 25-yearold Rhodes Scholar.
Last Thursday, the Rev. Brad
Braxton gave a lecture entitled
'The Role of Black Students on
Predominantly White Campuses"
as part of Ebony Exposure, an

African-American cultural
celebration.
"Celebrating is great, but
celebrate when 100 percent of
blacks graduate, and graduate on
the dean's list," he said.
Braxton graduated from the
University of Virginia in 1991
before attending Oxford
University in London as a
Rhodes Scholar, where he earned
a Master's Degree in New
Testament studies. He is now
SPEAKER page 15

(Above) Senior Will
Harris performs for
service fraternity
Phi Beta Sigma at
Saturday's step
show In the
Chandler Courtyard.
(Right) Freshman
Farthea Flowers
looks at African
hats at the Ebony
Exposure Outdoor
Cultural Festival
Saturday In the
Chandler Courtyard.

Photos By
Maggie Welter
Sophomore Rhad Miles performs his own rap after
Down Souths appearance Friday.
■

- ■• . ■

■

•

•
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Groups denounce political correctness News

continued from page 3

by LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Calling
themselves victims of a rampant
"political correctness" on
campus, hundreds of college
students gathered here last week
to declare support for free speech
and to plot strategy to "liberate"
their classrooms and campuses.
No sooner had leaders of the
First Amendment Coalition
issued its declaration, however,
than they were themselves
denounced by critics as a wellhealed front for conservative
foundations seeking to turn the
clock back on gains made on
campus by blacks, women and
homosexuals.
Thus began what might be
called the spring offensive in the
continuing battle on the nation's
campuses over issues of freedom,
civility and rights. It took place at
Harvard, but is typical of the
debate raging from Bowdoin to
Berkeley.
The delegates assembled by
the First Amendment Coalition
— mostly young white men in
suits and trim haircuts — came
from across the country, although
the emphasis at this meeting was
on building chapters and
affiliates in the Ivy League.
After some debate, the
coalition issued The Cambridge

Declaration, a pamphlet modeled
on the Port Huron Statement of
1962 that helped launch Students
for a Democratic Society.
Coalition President David
Gentry, a recent graduate of the
University of Florida in
Gainesville, said his group is
eager to borrow tactics from the
1960's radicals, even though he
blames those same radicals for
the "new orthodoxy" of political
correctness that he is fighting.
The group's declaration called
on university staffs and faculty to
"reaffirm their commitment, in
word and deed, to intellectual
diversity, universal standards and
academic freedom."
It also called on schools to
encourage students to take
courses in Western Civilization,
give grades based on merit and
take "an objective and nonideological
approach
to
knowledge."
But at a news conference on
the other side of the campus,
critics charged that beneath the
rhetoric of liberty, the coalition
and groups like it have a
conservative agenda.
The liberal University
Conversion Project depicted the
coalition as a tool of giant
corporations and wealthy families
who have set up foundations to
funnel money to conservative
groups to wage ideological war

on campus. The project released
a study claiming that, in one
recent year, six conservative
foundations funneled more than
$1.6 million to a dozen
conservative groups.
The major finding of the
report, researcher Rich Cowan
said, is that many conservative
campus groups are not the grassroots organizations they claim to
be but are sustained only by offcampus funding.
"The biggest problem is that
the people supplying the money
are connected to organizations
with an anti-democratic agenda,"
he said.
Gentry said his First
Amendment Coalition had a
budget of $20,000 last year and
would spend "a couple of
hundred thousand" this year. He
said the group had received
some private funds.
Horowitz, founder of the
Pasadena-based Center for the
Study of Popular Culture,
addressed
the
coalition
conference. He said that whatever
money conservative groups
receive from foundations is
"nothing" compared to the
millions spent annually by
college administrations on
minority student associations,
rape crisis centers and other
groups that he said promote a
leftist agenda.

pictures," he said.
Franklin said a story with good
pictures could get coverage over
a story that is more important, but
that sometimes getting a good
picture can create problems.
Franklin cited an incident from
the news program "Dateline" in
which reporters claimed some
General Motors trucks were
prone to explosions.
After an investigation by GM
lawyers, "Dateline" admitted to
rigging the trucks to explode. The
president of NBC news resigned
as a result of the scandal,
Franklin said.
"This was our Watergate,
because it resulted in the
resignation of our president,"
Franklin said.
During a question and answer

period, one student asked for
advice on pursuing a career in
broadcast journalism.
Franklin said experience is
important to getting a job in
broadcast journalism. He was
involved in his college
newspaper and yearbook.
Without experience, Franklin
said you can not be a journalist
but can "play one on TV."
Mass communication major
Tracy Wong said, "I thought he
presented a realistic view on the
job market. It was good in that he
was down to earth."
George Johnson, acting
director of the School of Media
Arts and Design, said, "I thought
the speech was an informative
speech that students could use,
although I was disappointed that
more students didn't attend."

Activities
continued from page 3

Hall Ballroom, where Ipson will
speak.
Following Ipson's speech,
there will be a reception in
Taylor Hall, room 306, during
which students can ask Ipson
questions.
Senior Emily Levenson,
president of B'ith B'nai Hi lie 1
and committee members said, "I
hope [Holocaust Remembrance
Day] will illustrate more about

the problem of prejudice and
show how much damage
prejudice has done, and can do.
Jim Black, a graduate student
in anthropology, said he hoped
Holocaust Remembrance Day
will also remember other groups
which
have
experienced
prejudice. "There is a scar on the
Jews from the Holocaust, but it is
also important to remember the
other groups who were
discriminated against," he said.

Time is Running Out!

Get CASH For Your

USED CDs
LPS & CASSETTES, TOO

Well have a table at WXJM's Record Convention
on Thursday, April 28th from 9-4 in Phillip's
Hall, with lots of new & used stuff to sell. Well
also be prepared to buy your unwanted music.
Come see us!

5 Large
FREE
Pizzas!*

ONLY A FEW UNITS LEFT
*Sign a lease

Each fully furnished

HOT TIP
PLAN % 9th Anniversary Sale runs April 28-May 1
Everything's on SALE < CD's up to $3 OFF

Albermarle Square S,C
Rt 29 next to Burger King

On the UVA Comer
Main SL next to HoJo's

979-9999
Moo.-S*t. 10-10 Sun 12-7

974-9999

JS^L.i^HoSt-.JLS."-

■

; Moo-Sat 10-9 Sun. 12-6

4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable television
(i $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.)
1
Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
' S Cable hookups - one in die
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
'1 Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
' Full-time maintenance
■ j

with THE
COMMONS
between April 1
and May 7 and
receive gift
certificates for 5

large 1 topping
pizzas from

Office Hours

PAPA JOHN'S!

Mon.4*i, »-5:30
SaLft Sun. 11-4:50

jttL>

432-0600 ',,8£9-;BPORT REPUBUC RD.
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NEWSFILE
Clinton administration allows
Haitian refugees to stay In U.S.
In an exception to the standard practice
of repatriating Haitians, the Clinton
administration Friday permitted 411 boat
people who sailed to the coast of Florida
to stay in the United States.
Speaking to reporters in Washington,
President Clinton denied he was changing
the 2-year-old policy that calls for the
immediate return of Haitians to their
country, on the grounds they are fleeing
poverty and not persecution. Friday's
group was allowed in for humanitarian
reasons, but others will be sent back, he
said.
"The whole purpose of the return policy
is primarily to deter people from risking
their lives — hundreds of people have
already drowned trying to come here,"
Clinton said.
Reacting to the U.S. move, human
rights advocates kept up their drumbeat of
criticism, saying it is wrong and racist to
continue sending Haitian refugees back to
their strife-torn country.
"When it comes to black people, his
policy in effect is like sending Jews back
to Nazi Germany," said Steven Forester,
supervising attorney at the Miami Haitian
Refugee Center, repeating similar
comments made recently by exiled
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

Howard president nearly cast out,
takes job at University of Texas
WASHINGTON — Friday night, the day
before he was in danger of losing his job
as president of Howard University,
Franklyn Jenifer was named president of
the University of Texas at Dallas. The
announcement came as the Howard
trustees were breaking for dinner during
the first of two days of meetings. The
major topic on their agenda was whether
Jenifer should be forced to resign before
his contract runs out, trustees said.
Jenifer's acceptance of the Dallas post
brought an abrupt end to debate over his
increasingly embattled tenure at Howard,
a historically black institution that is larger
and more prominent on the national
education scene. Jenifer will become the
first black president of any of the 15
University of Texas institutions.
The Howard faculty voted no
confidence in Jenifer last fall, and recent
appearances by a former spokesman for
the Nation of Islam have brought Howard
unflattering media attention.
The news was broken about 6:30 p.m.

Cunningham said Jenifer had discussed
his problems at Howard with the UT
regents. "We were aware of the issues," he
said.
Jenifer, 55, arrived at Howard in 1990
after student protests had helped prompt
the resignation of longtime Howard
president James Cheek. Considered an
outsider even though he received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from Howard,
Jenifer announced plans to move the selfdubbed capstone of black higher education
into the top ranks of all universities.
But he alienated the faculty and many
longtime staff members. They feared that
his efforts to streamline would threaten
jobs and professors' academic freedom.
Associate
Professor
Joseph
McCormick, parliamentarian of the
Faculty Senate, said "I'm happy to see this
president leave. This president did not
effectively manage relations with the
faculty."
—LA. Times/Washington Post
news service

*5,479,4S2
disposable
razors
are thrown out
across the
nation
daily

Penn State scientist discovers
planets 1,500 light years away
The exciting discovery of the first
planets known to circle a distant star is
whetting astronomers' appetites for more,
spurring the search for Earth-like planets
orbiting ordinary sun-like stars.
"It probably means there are many
more planets yet to find," said astronomer
Alexander Wolszczan, at Penn State
University. It was Wolszczan who
confirmed the planets' existence in the
Virgo constellation, 1,500 light years from
Earth, a finding that "gave a lot of
satisfaction," he said.
Astronomer Steven Maran said
Wolszczan's discovery, announced
Thursday, will indeed spur the search for
more planets. "More and more
astronomers are going to be looking for
planets, especially with the new
technologies we're using on telescopes
these days."
Because planets emit no light of their
own, the only way to detect them is to
watch for their influence on a parent star.
As a planet orbits a star, its gravitational
pull will make the star move slightly, the
wobble may be detectable.
That is the technique Wolszczan used to
detect three planets orbiting a tiny, dense
neutron star 1,500 light years from Earth.
—L.A. Times/Washington Post

to several Howard trustees in a committee
meeting. Former Va. Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder, whose name has been mentioned
for months as a possible successor to
Jenifer, emerged from the conference
room. "I wish (Jenifer) well," he said. "I
think that any time anybody can get an
opportunity to move up and move into a
different environment and to prosper, it
serves them well."
Asked whether he would accept the
presidency of Howard if it were offered to
him. Wilder would not comment.
Other trustees and most Howard
officials contacted would not comment on
the news from Texas. University of Texas
Chancellor William Cunningham said he
expected Jenifer to take office in Dallas by
Sept. 1.
"This is a historic appointment,"
Cunningham said, adding that Jenifer
"was selected because of his
qualifications, not because of his race."
The University of Texas at Dallas is 75
percent white.

* number is an average
SOURCE: USA Today
KRISTIN ROUGH

Serb fighters fire on Gorazde right up to deadline
SARAJEVO, Bosnia — Bosnian Serb
fighters began withdrawing from the
Muslim enclave of Gorazde Saturday, but
kept firing on the town up until the
NATO-imposed deadline for their
withdrawal, a Bosnian government official
there said early Sunday.
What appeared to be a grudging Serb
pullback at the brink of NATO's 2 a.m.
deadline followed a day in which the Serb
gunners continued to shell the town,
prompting NATO to seek U.N.
authorization for bombing strikes against
them. The United Nations turned down the
request.
Shortly after the 2 a.m. deadline passed,
Esad Ohranovic, a Bosnian official, said
s

.mV^&^ .TO!&^^^

airstrikes in Bosnia. It came as the
Bosnian Serbs' traditional ally, Russia,
reversed itself and backed NATO's threat
of airstrikes in Gorazde, where 65,000
people have been trapped during the threeweek Serb offensive.
Woerner sought a bombing strike after
the Serb forces launched another withering
infantry, tank and artillery attack on
Gorazde, which is a U.N.-declared "safe
area." NATO on Friday had threatened the
air strikes if the Serbs did not immediately
end their assault and — by 2 a.m. Sunday
— pull back to a distance of nearly two
miles from the city's center and permit
U.N. troops to enter.

artillery pieces and tanks had disappeared
from positions they had occupied in recent
days. He said a U.N. convoy reached the
town shortly after midnight and NATO
planes flew overhead. As the deadline
passed, only occasional gunfire could be
heard, he said.
NATO sources in Brussels said
Saturday that NATO Secretary General
Manfred Woerner was furious with the
chief U.N. representative in Bosnia,
Yasushi Akashi, after the two disagreed
over whether to bomb Serb guns that had
continued to shell Gorazde throughout the
day.
The dispute highlighted continuing
troubles between the United Nations and

—L.A. Times/Washington Post
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Hai'ivc Station
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Eat it
Wear it
Pump it
Ride it
Buy it...
FOR LESS!

SToKeKS
«* RESTAURANT

WWhere
music lives
171 N. Main St. Harrtsonburg. VA 22801

TAD 5000
IU.B COMEDY SHOW FEATURING:

SIMPLY IMANI • JOHN GORDAN
TERESA POWELL
f'JJJ'l I'J/ fAjlrll '^0

Unbelievable discounts at all the
Coolest places in the *burg. For an Entire
year. Get yours on the Warren Campus
Center Patio Monday, May 2 or
call Kelly at 568-5343.
SPONSORED BY THE THETA CLASS OF PI SIGMA EPSILON
K- Slunk-mii-.!

Domino's

3 BANDS FOR 5 DOLLARS
• DOC HOPPER
•HATCHET WOUND
• STICKY
,7!.[.li!.[!•!# j^lll '?l

THIRD EAR
PROGRESSIVE JAZZ & FOLK JAZZ
WITH TIM REYNOLDS

5 LARGE FREE PIZZAS!*

FULL STOP
W/ BACKYARD RITUAL
HIGH ENERGY FUNK
$4 COVER BEFORE 9 PM
$5 COVER AFTER 9 PM
• FREE NACHOfcCHEESE BAR L VEGGIE BAR FROM7-9 PM*

I iltiLi . /u ill '':

FRIED MOOSE
The double beds are especially nice at The
Commons, and almost everyone appreciates
their larger size and comfort.

*Sign a lease with
THECOMMONS
between April 1
and May 7 and
receive gift
certificates for 5
large 1 topping

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/elc.)
• Doable bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance

.

pizzas from

Office Hours
M<«.-ftt- *-i
M<a.-RL*-J:30
30

j

432-0600 ' 869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD

ORIGINALS & HARD CUTS
SPECIAL: ALASKAN SNOW CRAB LtCS W/COLE
+
* SLAWS. FRIES ONLY $5.49, ADDITIONAL POUND.i4.49 "

NK.HTHAWKS
20 YEARS OF R&B
TICKETS AT JOKER'S & TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS
Look for sbecial events at Jokar's on WB0P-TV Channel 19.
Coll 433-TUNE for concert Information 24 hours a day.
All shows 9:30-12:301
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Campus News
Date for Fall Break 1994 misprinted in
calendar; will extend Halloween weekend
The Office of Registration and Records is announcing
that students will be treated to a three-day weekend for
Halloween next fall, because the Fall Break for 1994 is
scheduled for Monday, Oct. 31.
The date was misprinted in the Fall Schedule of
Classes as being Friday, Oct. 21, according to Sherri
Hood, university registrar.
Students are advised to correct their calendars so they
can plan ahead for the extended Halloween weekend.

Bluestone Yearbooks available for free,
pick up today through Friday on commons
Students can pick up their copy of the Bluestone
yearbook free of charge today through Friday. The books
will be distributed throughout the day on the commons.
Supplies are limited, so students are urged to pick up
their copy early.

Phi Beta Lambda Business Society
members earn recognition at conference
Five members of the Phi Beta Lambda Business
Society received special honors at the Phi Beta Lambda
Spring Leadership Conference in Staunton, April 8-10.
Junior Jerry McCormick, Jr. placed second in human
resource management, junior Mark Osborne finished first
in public speaking and junior Catherine Kramer placed
first in management.
Catherine Kramer also received the Mary B. McGinty
Memorial Scholarship.
In addition, the entire JMU chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda won first place for raising the most money for
project ASK, a service project to raise money for the
Association for the Study of Childhood Cancer.

International Business program students
recognized for marketing and export plan

POLICE
by Greg Froom
police reporter
Campus police reports the following:
Marijuana Possession
• Student Ralph E. Patterson Jr.,19, of Pomfret, Md. was arrested
and charged with possession of marijuana at 12:16 am. April 20 in
ChappetearHall.
Four other individuals were charged judicially with possession of
marijuana.

Petty Larceny
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole a Kent Wide Trac

Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 11:45

CAMPUS EVENTS
Monday

Tuesday

• Amnesty International meeting. Warren Hall,
Piedmont Room, 5 p.m.

• Equal meeting, Warren Hall, Piedmont Room,
4:30 p.m.

• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders
support group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church,
7 p.m.

• Student Government Association meeting, Warren
Hall, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.

• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
8 p.m.
• Holocaust Remembrance Day activities, Phillips
Hall Ballroom, 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., procession and
speaker, 7 p.m. Sponsored by Interfaith Campus
Ministry.

• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
402, 6:30 p.m.
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 7 p.m.
• The Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 201, 7
p.m.
• First Right meeting, Warren Hall, Tidewater
Room, 8 p.m.

Wednesday

Seasonal Farmers' Market to open for
summer business April 30 on Water Street

• Pre-physical Therapy Society picnic, pavillion by
the Convocation Center, 5 p.m.

Dr. Crystal Theodore, JMU professor emerita of art, is
exhibiting artwork in the Invitational Gallery of the
Shenandoah Valley Art Center through May 5.
The exhibit features drawings, paintings in acrylics,
oils and watercolor, three-dimenslopal pieces of vacuum-

Service of City Warrant
• Student Heather L. McDaniel,19, of Jeffersonton reportedly was
issued a city warrant by campus police at 12:55 p.m. April 19.
McDaniel was issued the warrant for allegedly writing a bad
check.
Trash Can Fire
• An unidentified individual allegedly discarded a lit cigarette in a
trash can in front of Carrier Library igniting a fire at 8:15 p.m. April
19.
The fire reportedly was extinguished.

• Sociology Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 101, 7
p.m.

JMU art professor exhibits works

vacuum cleaner from the front lobby of Anthony-Seeger Hall at 3:36
am. April 20.
The vacuum's JMU identification number is 1491.

Grand Larceny
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole a case of compact
discs from a student in Shorts Hall at 12:50 p.m. April 21.
The case reportedly was charcoal in color and contained 30
discs.

Four students in the JMU International Business
program have received state recognition for the
development of a cost-effective international marketing
and export plan for a Roanoke business.
Lara McConnel, Kimberly Paine, Johan Alexanderson
and Godehard Frericks made up one of four teams chosen
out of 28 for its study that identified new export targets
for American Biosystems Inc.

The Harrisonburg Farmers' Market will open its 16th
season of operation on April 30 on the lower level of the
Water Street parking lot.
The Market provides an opportunity for shoppers to
buy fresh, quality products directly from local farmers
and will be open every Tuesday and Saturday morning
starting at 8 a.m.
The market season will begin with a strong showing of
plants and baked goods with fruits and vegetables making
their appearance as they ripen through the season.

LOG

• Harmony meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 205, 7-9 p.m.
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, secondfloor lobby, 7 p.m. Open to all majors.

Thursday
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5-6:30
p.m.
• Campus Crusade for Christ large group meeting,
"Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 8 p.m.
\

information on Submissions:
Any organization that would like to have its activities, announcements or
accomplishments printed in either Newsfile of in Campus Events should contact
Cristie Breen at x6699 or bring the information to The Breeze in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall. Preferences are given to not-for-profit organizations or events.
All submissions should include the name of the event, place, time, day and person to
contact for questions. The deadline for Monday issues is noon on Saturday, and the
deadline for Thursday issues is noon on Tuesday..
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Bakery
& Deli

Join the Craze!
Try a Party Bagel for your graduation feast.
• One Large Party Bagel Feeds 20 People!
OR

TVy our other platters to start your celebration
before your graduation.
• Bagel & Muffin Platters • Fruit & Vegetable Trays
• Chicken
• Lasagna
• And Much Much More

Recycling books no good idea! You not only help save the
environment, you help olher students save money as well.

RECYCLE FOR CASH

Don't forget to grab Mr. J's on your way out of town!

W» My oi BOMS Wltfl OTITMI market VOHM

April 26 - May 6
Highlands Room

Buy (\ Bagels
Get 2 lav
Exp. 5/s/y-i

Market Square East
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564 - 0416
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Dorit wait until the last minute to fill your housing needs,
They're going
Sign a year's tease and starting June 1st you'U get
1/2 OFF June, July, and August!
Also 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*

mention
this ad and
klinfyour
JMU ID!

/IMK

■1,2, ir3 Bedrooms
-Townhouses or Gardens
•Pool & Tennis Court
»Wall-to-Wall Carpet

Mon. - Fri. 10-6
Sat. 10*5
Sun. Appointment,Welcome
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•Small Pets Welcome*
-City Bus Service to JMU
_. „ -4
mTuU
Sixe w«-i.-. » r»-™. •Furnished Apartments
Washer & Dryer #2i>Haur
Mai«teMttM
•24-Hour Maintenance
•Fully Equipped Kitchen •On - Site Management

434-2220
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Clubhouse. Devon Lane.
East on Port Republic
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Comedian
continued from page 5

continued from page 5

contrast to some of the newer
buildings.
"I like old buildings,"
MacNutt said. "There's a certain
spirit to old buildings that newer
ones just don't have," he said.
MacNutt said a lot of the
renovations done to the building
were done by the officers
themselves. This occurred
because the budget for the
renovations did not provide
enough for labor costs.
According to MacNutt, the fact
that the officers did the work
themselves was beneficial,
because they did things to fit
their own specific needs.

MacNutt said he also
appreciates the building's historic
architecture.
"It's just a solid, well-built
building, not like the buildings
they put up today that are tickytacky, tissue paper walls,"
MacNutt said.
There is also a tale of a ghost
who roams Shenandoah Hall.
Lam, a former campus police
officer, said an old lady died
there when it was an apartment
building. The story is she can still
be seen and heard walking up and
down the stairs at night.
"I don't know, you can hear a
lot of noises when you're here
alone at night," said Lam.

right perspective on his disability.
He said, "For one thing, it's
made me learn to take things a
little lighter in life, not to worry,
perhaps, how people view me."
He also explained how the use
of humor has changed how others
see those with disabilities.
"A sense of humor along with
my disability has really been able
to knock down some barriers," he
said. "This helps to break down
the stereotypical 'Should you feel
sorry for them . ..'
"People get to see me and see
another side of me through the
comedy. People see 'Wow, he's
just like us,'" he said.
When he became paralyzed,
Charlebois said that he asked
himself why this had happened to
him. "I often asked, 'Why me
God? Of all people, why me?'
Now that I get to go around doing
comedy and speeches, my

questions of 'Why me?' start to
become answered," he said.
According to Charlebois, the
disability awareness that comes
through his activities is an added
benefit of his comedy career.
Referring to his talent as a
comedian, Charlebois said, "I'd
like to use it as a useful tool. I
want the situation to be beneficial
in some way to society. It's a
nice goal to have rather than just
a materialistic goal."
Charlebois brought a new
dimension to disability awareness
at JMU. According to Karr, the
Office of Disability Services has
plans for increasing awareness
about those with disabilities.
This year's Disability
Awareness Week consisted of
just Charlebois' program and a
panel discussion involving
students with disabilities that was
held April 20.
Some of the events next fall

include P. Buckley Moss, a wellknown artist, who will be coming
to speak about how to deal with
learning disabilities.
The Blue Ridge Riders, a
wheelchair basketball team, will
also come to play an exhibition
game.
In addition, a panel discussion,
similar to the one held last week,
will be held. A JMU student with
a helper dog is also scheduled to
make a presentation.
Karr says that she believes that
greater awareness of disabilities
has been developing recently at
JMU.
She said, "There's a real
interest on the part of students to
increase the awareness. We're
forming a committee of students
who are committed to promoting
awareness.
"It's been real neat, because
they're enthusiastic about being a
part of the process."

Got a Nose for News?

Come to the last News/Focus meeting of the
semester at 5 p.m. today in Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Room 10 or call Cyndy, Jenn or Cristie
at x6699.

T0DDLAPUWTE

Paul Street House it located behind the X-lot field. Bought by
JMU In 1989, It now houses several administrative offices.

University Place

$$$$$$$$$

FREE GROCERIES
UP TO $400 FOR GROUP OF 4
LIMITED TIME OFFER
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS
• Reasonable Rates
• Individual Leases
• 4 Bedroom Units
• Microwave
• Washer & Dryer

• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units
• Dishwasher
• Free Water & Sewer
• Ample Parking

Call Jim Acoixi 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

i *±.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
uptoa$55,0001irnit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

703-886-2651

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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You Need It! We've Got It!
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THE SIX MONTH LEASE

$225

m

LARGE 1 topping
DELIVERED
for$

Hunters Ridge
The Prudential Funkhouser & Associates Inc.
Property Management Division
434-5150

"JMU. GftADSSEWING JMU. STUDENTS"

i+tax

Student & Faculty Storage

additional toppings only 930

CALL 433-PAPA
Large 2 topping
Delivered for $y88+tax
additional toppings only 930

•Local
•Each
[Al^jiz^Jnit^vailabh

MINI STOR-IT •
PUBLIC STORAGE

Introducing the fastest ways
to get through college.

ftmtr Uaanatf 6l00/60aS/250,
pUmuHlflia^ m CD-ROM Dm*. Maanof
Color Oflay,/(tif EdmeU toybomtamimoat

Only #,597.00.
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Speed. Power. And more speed. That* what the new Power Macintosh" is all about Its a
like statistical analysis, multimedia, 3-D modeling and much more. So, what are you
Macintosh" with PowerPC technology. Which makes it an
waiting for? Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more inThe now Power Macintosh from Apple
incredibly fast personal computer. And the possibilities are
formation and see for yourself. Now
endless Because now you'll have the power you need for high-performance applications
that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.

Applet.

For further information visit
JMU Bookstore
VforrenHall • 568-3989
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Speaker.
continued from page 7

working toward a doctorate in
Biblical Studies at Emory
University in Atlanta.
Braxton has given lectures at
several East coast colleges.
Freshman Michele Smith,
chairwoman of the speaker
committee for Ebony Exposure,
asked Braxton to JMU. Smith
said she knows Braxton from her
home church in Salem, Virginia,
where his father is the pastor. His
involvement with the church's
youth is special to Smith.
"He loves to talk one-on-one
with people, and he keeps in
touch with people. The church
will always be packed when he
comes to speak. A lot of people
miss him," she added.
The role and the presence of
black students at institutions of
higher education was another
topic of Braxton's speech.
Braxton said his own success
is not a reason for glory, but that
his mission is to 'leach younger
seafarers how to navigate these
murky waters" of institutions of
higher education, particularly to
young blacks.
He said, "I want them to
realize that education will pay
much more in the long run than
crack cocaine and guns."
Breaking the stereotypes will
best be accomplished when
blacks
show
university
administrations and other

students "we are serious about
what we say," Braxton said.
Braxton commended JMU's
Coalition of Concerned AfricanAmerican Students for its push to
get new measures implemented,
but said blacks must be willing
to do more than protest to see this
a reality.
"What are you doing to help
this university become 12 percent
African-American?"
He mentioned working with
kids in the area to encourage
them on to seeking higher
education.
University of Virginia
graduate student Coy Pillson, a
close friend of Braxton's, said,
"It's amazing how similar the
concerns of this issues are on
both campuses (here and at
UVa)."
Pillson said financial aid and
minority recruitment are major
concerns at UVa.
Braxton's lecture also focused
on "creative protest, black
radicalism reexamined." He
spoke about the fight against
racism, stressing that black
people of all backgrounds,
including black Christians and
Muslims, must work together in
the fight.
Braxton said the concept of
black radicalism needs to be reevaluated. "Black radicalism has
been misunderstood and abused
by our generation," he said.

The true purpose of radicalism
is to "protest for freedom and
life," Braxton said. Two ways of
doing so are to "tell your own
story" and to "reclaim and
revalue our African heritage."
Braxton also criticized some
blacks for a growing attitude of
anti-semitism, citing a recent
New York Times article detailing
with anti-semitic notions at
Howard University.
Anti-semitism is "uncalled for
and must stop," Braxton said. He
stressed the link between black
slavery in the American South
with the Jewish Holocaust,
saying they are "inextricably
related."
He cited misunderstanding of
black leaders' messages as
another problem in black
radicalism. He said it disturbs
him when people claim Malcolm
X as their hero but are not truly
educated about what he stood for.
"Don't dare wear the clothing if
you don't understand the
message of the man," he said.
Freshman Marcus Wood said
he agreed with Braxton about all
groups building unity by
discussing the problems and
perspectives of their respective
situations.
Wood
said,
"AfricanAmericans are talked about the
most in the media for being
discriminated against, but there
are all kinds of people being

2 Blocks to Campus

MAGGIE WELTER

Rev. Brad Braxton speaks about the role of black students on
predominantly white campuses last Thursday in Phillips Hall.

discriminated against."
Senior Marlene Kenney said
that she agreed with Braxton
"wholeheartedly" except for his
ideas about religious equality of
the Muslim and Christian beliefs.
"I disagree with their deity,"
she said. However, she agrees
with Braxton that both Muslim
and Christian blacks need to
stand together. "I can't judge
them for what they chose to

believe in," she said.
Senior Stephanie Dillard also
acknowledged the differences
black Christians and Muslims
have, yet understood the value of
black unity.
"I thinks it's important not to
agree with everything, but we
brothers and sisters should feel
good about ourselves. We need to
love ourselves and learn respect
for each other," she said.

Can you afford
to miss this opportunity?
Don't overlook the chance to experience

JMU's Semester in London!
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases
*SOME ROOMS REDUCED*
Appliances furnished
Central heat/air

CALL TODAY
434-1173
COLDWELL BANKER
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE

COLDUIGLL
BANKERQ
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

For the Spring 1995 Semester in London, our regularly
scheduled courses in Art History, Literature, Music,
History, Shakespeare, Theatre, and Architecture will be
complemented by a special offering of ECON 306:
Economics of Women & the Family in the United
Kingdom. Professor Andrew Kohen of JMU's Department
of Economics, will 'direct the course, providing an
analytical comparison between American and British
women, focusing on the circumstances of the male-female
wage gap, "the glass ceiling," occupational segregation, and
examining relevant social policy questions in both societies.
A few spaces are still available for next Spring!

Applications, financial aid and scholarship information,
course lists and general information available at the Office of
International Education, Paul Street House. For more details,
contact Prof. Douglas Kehlenbrink, Director, x6419 or
x6971.
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Dart...
A we-need-a-break dart to the university for
taking away our precious and all-important Reading
Day. Why should we have to pay now for the
blizzards that buried us throughout the winter?
Sent in by people who don't understand how
Wednesday classes can be held on a Friday.

Pat...

Modified habits aid environment
Statistics are about the only thing everyone
agrees on when it comes to the environment.
That's not to say that everyone has the same
statistics, only that everyone has them.
Depending on who you talk to, the world could end
as soon as tomorrow, a victim of greed and overindulgence, or we could keep spilling as much
industrial waste as we want into the air, following the,
"If it doesn't kill you, it will only make you stronger,"
school of thought.
Saturday's celebration of Earth Day capped off a
week-long set of activities which were intended to
make our community more environmentally aware.
Without making light of the past week, it seems that
the question we need to ask ourselves is, does it really
matter what we believe individually when it comes to
the environment?
It doesn't matter whether you are proud to call
yourself an enviro-nazi and would rather cross the
street than walk next to someone drinking coffee out of
a styrofoam cup, or if to you, a full landfill is a happy
landfill. The fact is that most of the ideals preached by
environmental advocates are common sense practices
that also happen to be beneficial to good ol' Mother
Earth, little things everyone can do to respect their
home planet a little more and make it a better place.
In fact, for you bottom-liners out there, a lot of the
practices reach even deeper than the environment.
According to the 1992 Environmental Almanac,
compiled by the World Resources Institute, Americans
spent more than $1 billion dollars, an average of
$1,000 per home, in 1991 on household-related energy
consumption.
Most of the "green" recommendations, like turning
off the water while you're brushing your teeth or
shaving, will eventually reduce consumer costs.
I"s a pretty simple equation. If you don't use as
much of something, you don't spend as much on it.
There are other simple ways, like turning off the
lidiUn mi Policv

water, that we can all act "green," while saving some
green. Listening to a little parental advice and turning
off lights and appliances when leaving a room, like
most of our mothers told us to do while growing up,
can help lighten the load on already overtaxed budgets.
Turning off lights may seem trivial, but if you don't
believe the financial benefits that come from it, just
call your mom, she'll set you straight.
Using lower settings on appliances and setting the
washing machine and dish washer to cool or warm
settings is another way we can help to reduce the
amount of energy we use and pay for. And while
you're adjusting the settings on your appliances, if you
need to turn on the light, remind yourself to change the
bulb to a long-life fluorescent. It will last longer than
the old incandescent bulbs and use less energy doing it.
The most obvious of ways to help the Earth is by
getting one of those little green bins you can see
around town, piled high with the remains of the
previous night's party. If there is one word associated
with environmcntalism that most every American
knows, it's probably recycling. Obtaining these bins,
free from the city, is perhaps the easiest thing that
anyone can do to help make their immediate
environment a bit cleaner..
If it's easy to recycle for city dwellers, it's a cinch
for dorm residents. Simply wander downstairs and
dump your recyclables in the appropriate bin, which is
there whether you order it or not.
The point is, you don't need to wear Birkenstocks
and eat kelp to be conscientious of your environment.
Even if Earth Day and spotted owls are the furthest
thing from your mind, everyone has something to gain
by taking part in some sort of environmentalism, even
if it's just a few extra dollars at the end of the month.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing
editor and opinion editors.

Nicoie Motley • • • editor
Mark Sutton. . .opinion editor

U N IVtlltT Y

Cratg Newman . . . managing editor
Karen Bogan ... asst. opinion editor

letter* to the editor should be no morethan 550 wools, columns no more tiban 550
wards, and will be published on a apace available basis. They must be delivered to The
Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff,«James MadJaon UtuvewHy.

A pat to the wonderful secretaries in the
Department of Mathematics whose efficient work
and cheerful spirits really help make good things
happen.
Sent in by someone who truly appreciates what
they do.

Dart...
An insensitive, afraid-to-learn dart to the campus
community for not taking the time to attend the
panel discussion on disabilities and possibly learn
something new.
Sent in by a student who is not afraid to learn.

Pat...
A thankful pat to the faculty and students from
APO Fraternity, Center for Service-Learning, JMU
and EMC for the outstanding commitment to our
school this year in the form of tutoring, maintenance,
babysitting and helping out with our Fun Day.
Sent in by Spotswood Elementary School.

Hart...
A big fat police wanna-be dart to the RA's at
McGraw-Long Hall for consistently crossing the line
between enforcing the rules and being anal with the
rules. I would just like to thank you for making my
first college experience a living hell.
Sent in by a McGraw-Long resident.

Pat...
A big huge pat to everyone who came out for
WXJM's 3rd annual "Cool Aid." Thanks to Fried
Moose, Blast off Country Style, the Ice Cream
Socialists, Cillia, The Little Buckdancer, The
Dambuilders and Four Walls Falling. With your help
we raised over $1,100 for Place of Peace. .
.Sentin byWXJM
• "
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Keep Amigo's on top of Warren Hall;
New location will sacrifice ambiance
To the editor

attained at Amigo's in less than 45 minutes (that surely could
be tripled) to stop this move. If you want to help stop this
move, call Nancy Carrier at x6943 or the SGA food services
committee at x6376.

Cory W. McQowan
When the phrase "JMU Dining Services" is mentioned
Junior
on this campus, it is inevitably followed by a few moans and
modem foreign languages
groans. Any student on this campus who will not admit that
202 other signatures
we are lucky to have so many options here, however, is
ignorant (and has never eaten at Virginia Tech). And one of
the most beautiful products of this diversity, many would
Respect peoples' opposing opinions;
agree, is Amigo's. What other campuses are you aware of
that offer students a place away from the smells and mass
offer criticism 'on an intelligent level'
production of the main dining hall and a place where you can
stuff yourself with Mexican food until you wish that you
To the editor
hadn't? I was quite disturbed on April 22 to find out that it
In the past two weeks, we here at JMU have received two
would be the end of Amigo's in Warren Hall forever. I
unannounced visiting lectures. I would like to thank the two
confirmed these malas noticias later with Nancy Carrier, the
men. Prophet Daniel and Jed, for coming here and giving me
manager of Amigo's. She told
new insight into an area of
me that indeed Amigo's will be
religion that I was not aware
located in D-hall next year, and
of. I would also like to extend
it's location now will become
an apology to the men for the
Souper One. Her defense was
actions of my fellow students.
simple and to the point:
Fortunately, I had the
accounts are down from last
opportunity to speak with
year due to those who frequent
Prophet Jed on a rational and
the new Let's Go line. How
- /"
intellectual level, rather than
ironic — one dining area on
"t.0 t.fV0,
I
0* in-your-face condescending
campus is taking away the
style that some JMU students
business from another one, so
displayed. By speaking with
one must be shut down. Sounds
him, I realized that he is an
like a planning problem to me.
intelligent man worthy of
My plea is as simple as was
respect, even though I did not
Mrs. Carrier's defense of this
agree with his views.
action: don't move Amigo's.
Unfortunately, because he
For once, let the administration
spoke about ideas that were
put its economic woes aside and let the tuition-paying
different from those of some individuals, they chose to treat
students enjoy our lunch while taking in the views of our
him with the utmost disrespect.
campus. Yes, the food at the new Amigo's may be exactly
Intelligent students resorted to name-calling and
the same, but I insist that this is not the issue here. What
obscenities. One individual found that is was her duty to call
students get most out of Amigo's is a change of scenery, a
the police, because she did not like what was being said. Is
place to meet friends other than D-hall, a place from which
this any way to treat this man? These men have the courage
we can leave concentrating on where we can locate the
to speak out in public about what they believe. If you do not
nearest breath mint, while others clean up the remains of our
agree with what is being said, then walk past and respond on
feast.
an intelligent level.
Attached to this letter are more than 200 signatures
This school prides itself on diversity. However, when

these two men came to express their diverse views, they were
attacked. It is kind of ironic isn't it? Next time these men
come, I will suggest to them that they speak on a more
politically correct topic so that the JMU community will
accept them better.A college campus is a place where diverse
views are supposed to be expressed freely. This cannot be
done without respect for others.
Nathan Shaw

Britt Hemcall
sophomore
biology

sophomore
religion

Revamp academic advising program;
professors lack time to help students
To the editor:
We are writing because we feel that the JMU Academic
Advising Program is in need of some revamping. A great
deal of professors have too little time for their advisees and
are not well enough informed about the JMU liberal studies
and graduation requirements. This problem is compounding
as JMU students increase in number, with no increase in the
number of faculty. Faculty members are being asked to teach
more courses, leaving them less time for advising, while at
the same time, they are being asked to advise more students.
We feel that the advising program can be improved in
several ways: 1) one faculty member in each department
should be given special advising duties in exchange for one
less class to teach. This professor would be responsible for
notifying others in the department of changes in the
graduation requirements, etc.; 2) Academic Advising should
distribute a manual explaining graduation requirements, etc.
to all advisers; 3) Each adviser should be evaluated by their
students, as they are in their classes; 4) These evaluations, as
well as class evaluations, should be taken into consideration
for professor raises and promotions. We are sending these
recommendations to the head of Academic Advising in hope
that some of our ideas will be implemented. Academic
Advising is an important program and deserves more
attention than it is getting.
Donna Roney
senior
chemistry

Jennifer Vickers

senior
geology
3 other signatures

Baseball remains our timeless American pastime
<(

There's excitement in baseball, folks. You just have to be willing to wait for it.

The world's just moving too fast for me these days.
Okay, go ahead and label me an old-timer. My
mother insists I was born a generation too late anyway.
At the withered age of 23, I have but three passions
left: a cold beer, a hand-made cigar and baseball (I've
already given up on women).
That's right, baseball. For me, the dawning of spring
falls not on the vernal equinox, or even with the
appearance of skimpy outfits on campus. It is the whiz
of a sharply hit line drive; the smell of freshly cut grass
and hot dogs with extra mustard; the memories of
endless blue skies and game-winning hits. In the words
of Thomas Wolfe, "Is there anything that can evoke
spring — the first fine days of April — better than the
sound of a ball smacking into the pocket of the big mitt
— the sound of the bat as it hits the horsehide?"
Indeed, baseball season reminds us of all that is
good in American life, if only for five short months out
of the year.
But in an age of electronic wizardry and speed-oflight transactions, baseball has lost some of its majesty
as our national pastime, becoming the tortoise of
professional sports: too slow, too cumbersome to
watch. Certainly, other sports have heeded the cry of
impatient fans — pro football's incorporation of the
hurry-up offense or the 35-second shot clock in college
basketball — but baseball has retained its sense of
timelessness since its inception ISO years ago. A batter
still gets three strikes at the plate, and the inning still
isn't over until the third out, testament to the fact that
there is always a chance. Perhaps this is what
prompted the great Yogi Berra to utter that memorable,
albeit round --about' phrase; "It ai*-'t over *trl it's over.'*

Guest Columnist
—Jim Heffernan
Our national pastime is a game of ideals, patience and
strategy, and most importantly, of teamwork. It is a
dramatization of the American dream. Many of those
dreams begin as a game of catch in the backyard and
progress through Little League organizations, high school
and college, and the minor leagues. And then only a
talented few, about three in a hundred, will ever get a
chance to play in the big show (unless your name happens
to be Michael Jordan).
And for those who claim baseball lacks drama and
excitement, look no further than last season. How about a
44-year-old future Hall of Fame pitcher in his final season
involved in a brawl with a player half his age after he hit
him with a pitch? Or Joe Carter's two-out, series-winning
home run in game six of the World Series? There's
excitement in baseball, folks. You just have to be willing
to wait for it.
There's no run-and shoot or fast break in baseball.
After all, Hall of Famer Hank Aaron didn't hit 755 career
home runs by swinging at every pitch. Local Baltimore
favorite Cal Ripken, Jr. hasn't been elected to 11
consecutive AU-Star games because he lets his mind
wander on the field (not to mention the fact that he hasn't
missed a single game since 1982). If a player stays
healthy, he plays 162 games during the course of a
season; mostly every day and with little travel time

y>

between cities. These baseball icons are more than
heroes to their fans. They are a testament to the hard
work and dedication it takes for many Americans just
to make it through another day.
The reason baseball remains our national pastime is
the sense of community it fosters, especially in big
cities like New York and Chicago. Baseball is not only
the multi-million dollar players, coaches or even the
fans in the stadium. It is also the groundskeeper who
labors for hours preparing the field before a game, the
concession stand worker waiting to feed the hungry
masses and the mother who leaves work early to see
her son or daughter play. If America is indeed a
patchwork quilt of different colors, backgrounds and
styles, baseball has been the very fabric that has held it
together throughout the years. Long before the Civil
Rights movement of the early 1960's became the focus
of national attention, a few major league owners and
managers had the guts to lend an out-stretched hand to
talented young black players such as Jackie Robinson
— players who would revolutionize the way the game
was played. Today, people of different ethnic
backgrounds, in cities and towns across the nation and
around the world, compete in the American game of
baseball.
If only baseball's lessons could extend to life itself.
So, when you have some time, go cheer for the
Dukes at Long Field/Mauch Stadium, or find a game
on television and put the remote in the drawer.
Rediscover the magic of the game for all America.
Guest columnist Jim Heffernan is a senior mass
communication major.
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From the
frequent to the
first-time flyer,
pilot Richard
Dunn takes his
passengers off into
the wild blue
yonder
rt's all about perspective.
There comes a time in every person's life when he
or she feels like a slave to the grind. The
dimensions and magnitude of our problems and affairs
become skewed, and suddenly, the world goes gray.
There are superficial escapes — a night of hard
drinking or a vigorous workout are solid examples —
but these do not help us find perspective or find our
place in the day-to-day maelstrom. They only delay
our ascent back into the gray.
Finding real perspective, a real readjustment,
requires distance. One needs to find a position where
one can step back and contemplate — see things from
the standpoint of an objective observer, analyze the
structure.
For Richard Dunn, this perspective can be found in
the air — the only place where one can literally
observe the material world from an isolated and
neutral viewpoint.
"I just love to fly. It's like riding in your automobile
1,000 feet in the air. You really can't appreciate this
area until you do it," he says.
Dunn has been a licensed pilot since the age of 17
but felt the urge to soar long before that.
As we walk across the open tarmac of Shenandoah
Valley Regional Airport, Dunn relates his first airplane
experience as a 9-year-old.
A friend of his father trained
^aw

t/i
pilots to land on
aircraft
carriers
during World War II
and kept his love of
flying after having
moved on from the
military. On a flight
over the Chesapeake
Bay, young Dunn —
appropriately clad in
an old WWII leather
flight helmet — was
given the opportunity
to take the controls.
Much to his
father's horror, Dunn
aimed the plane's
nose
at
the
Chesapeake Bay
Bridge. The plane's
pilot simply grinned
at his friend's
frightened protests
and continued to
allow his young copilot control of the
ship.
Dunn says, "At the
right time, I pulled
the nose up. when Pilot Richard Dunn surveys the skies above the Shenandoah Valley. He offers half-hour aerial
we got down to the
ground, I told my Dad that this was something I was bird's-eye view of their Valley home. Dunn prefers to
going to do."
fly with company. To him, the joy of flight should be i
During his college days at Virginia Tech, Dunn shared.
!
continued to provide thrills for passengers fortunate
"I don't like flying by myself that much. If I have
enough to accompany him on joyrides through the sky. the opportunity, I'd rather go with people who have
There, he would take the more daring brothers in his never flown before," he says. "I really get a kick out
fraternity on flights in an old 1943 Piper Cub, a plane of taking people up for the first time. It's something
so simple that its shell was made of fabric.
they'll never forget. That's what I really like to be a
Now, Dunn lives and works in Harrisonburg, and part of."
the bills are paid by his career in the insurance
Dunn offers the half-hour rides for about $8 but
business. However, he still loves to provide rides makes no profit from the venture; the cash goes
through the sky for those willing toward upkeep of the plane.
to pile into the four-seater Cessna
After about a month of offering excursions for
172.
students, Dunn has already taken more than 50
He offers a half-hour ride passengers through the blue Valley skies.
from the airport near Weyers
"I don't make any money off this. It just helps
Cave to Harrisonburg, over the defray the cost of renting the plane," he said.
JMU campus, and back to the
As we walk toward the hangar which houses the
airport after a swing past the Cessna, the wind whips mild spring air down the alley
rim
of
Massanutten between the hangars.
Mountain.
The sky is a faultless blue, and as we push the
Dunn logs about 100 massive sliding doors open, the Cessna's red nose
hours of flight time per glints in the sun through the shadows of the hangar.
year, and much of
'I've taken 25 kids who have never been. They love
that is taking it. You'll love it, too," he assures Breeze photo editor
interested Mike Heffner and me as he hops about the aircraft
passengers going through his pre-flight routine.
for a
While we wait for the fuel truck to gas up the
airplane, Dunn reflects on some of the more
remarkable flights he's experienced through the years,
including a 10-hour flight to Lake Ontario with a
friend one autumn.
"I know I'm starting to sound like a Zen Buddhist,
but it was a very mind-fulfilling thing," he says as he
reaches into the cockpit to charge up the generator. "It
was October, and you could probably see 70 miles
from the air. It was a perfect day."
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erial excursions over JMU and Massanutten Mountain.

Now, as we push the plane out of the hangar and
roll it around so it faces the main runway, Dunn recalls
some of the more sobering experiences he's had as a
pilot.
"Once it was real early in the morning, and when I
took off, I could see the mountains, but after I had
flown around for an hour, some fog came in and I
couldn't see the ground," he says as the sun glints off
his aviator sunglasses. "That was kind of nervewracking, but I had plenty of gas, and I knew the wind
would break the fog eventually."

As we climb into the Cessna's cramped interior, I
am reminded of what it was like to fold myself into
the back seat of my father's old Volkswagen.
The air of anticipation grows thicker as Dunn shouts
"Clear!" and kicks the plane's motor to life. The
Cessna shakes with the bucking motor, and the
propeller blows warm air back through the cockpit.
We begin to move toward the runway, and I am
stricken by the informality of the whole thing.
Shenandoah Valley Regional Airport has no tower. If
permission is given over the radio from an air traffic
controller, a pilot can pretty much just take off if the
runway is clear and no other plane is on final
approach.
It is remarkably stripped down compared to the jet
airliner travel which I had previously experienced.
We receive permission to proceed, and I expect to
blast down the runway, leaving smoked pavement
behind us.
Not so. The Cessna seems about as fast as the
aforementioned Volkswagen, and it accelerates with a
considerable degree of hesitation.
The din of the motor and the rushing air squelches
all other sounds, and we roll down the mile-long
runway seeking the 65 mile-per-hour mark, the point
at which the plane will theoretically leave the ground.
Gradually, the nose angles up, and the Cessna's
wheels leave the ground. As we climb at about 75mph
and turn around to face north toward Harrisonburg, the
joy of flight pervades the plane's cabin.
The Valley below seems an infinite ocean of lush
green, broken only by a few farmhouses and the
occasional country road.
Every shift of the plane is felt in the gut, adding to
the sensory flood that the trip has become.
The clatter and bang of the engine and the rush of air
through the cockpit have reached a crescendo and
merge together to create a sort of screaming white
noise, and the obtrusiveness of the sounds are lost.
As I look for recognizable landmarks, I can see
none and feel somewhat disoriented, until I realize that
this must certainly be the transcendental joy Dunn gets
from flying.
Even with passengers in the plane, there is a great
degree of withdrawal into one's own self. No one can
talk above the noise, and the detachment from the
tangible world down below causes a basic human
retreat into the senses.
We seem closer to the infinite blue of the sky than

anything else.
The daily hustle
and
bustle
is
literally thrown to the
wind.
As
we
approach,
Harrisonburg and the JMU
campus lay below us in a sort of
surreal haze. The familiarity of the
buildings gains a new clarity from above.
The relation of each structure to others is
striking. Symmetry on the Quad seems
duplicated all the way to the Convo, save for the
eyesore of a mudpit that is currently CISAT.
The world has to come clean when seen from
above; this bird's-eye view is thrillingly honest. To be
able to look down on the little Harrisonburg universe
andput it in perspective is entirely refreshing.
The city's symmetry fades to lush green again as we
sweep back out over the countryside and fly over
Massanutten, which is majestic even from the air.
Approaching the airport's runway, laid out like a
giant black-and-white domino in the springtime sun,
the mood is relaxed and the passengers satisfied.
The plane seems to glide down to the runway as
gracefully as it had moved in flight and regains its
endearing clumsiness only after the wheels kiss the
asphalt with a gleeful chirp.
Perhaps this is what keeps people like Richard
Dunn addicted to the sky; everything seems so
graceful and free-flowing from above.
As we push the Cessna back into the hangar, we
gaze upon its red-and-white striped shell with a new
sense of awe and respect.
Driving back to campus, we ride secure in the new
perspective the sky has given us.

Above: Dunn conducts a pre-flight check of the
airplane to ensure safety.
Left: An aerial view of JMU's lakeside area.
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WASTED:
One Ad Designer &
One Account Executive

At the end of your rope?

'-REWARDS:

Then apply for an ad designer or an account

•Great experience
•A pay check
►One elective credit

executive position at The Breeze for the 1994-95
school year. If interested send cover letter,
resume and clips to:
Jonathan Rhudy, advertising manager
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Call X6127 for more information — DEADLINE: 111 SI) \Y M'RII. 26 al 5 p.m

organizational
meeting for next
semester Monday
at 4 p.m. at Tim
Breeze photo
Anyone interested
any aspect of

Everfed
Me shooting
REGULAR OR UCHT

OscarMayer
Meat Wieners
1-Lb. Pkg.

BUY ONE
GET ONE

MOST
"IN THE DAIRY CASE"

Sun Gold

Orange Juice
1/2-Callon

THORN APPLE VALLEY

Sliced
Cooked Ham
1-Lb. Pkg.

BUY ONE
GET ONE
NABISCO

Kitz
Crackers
Ask for Mike or Lorrin
at The Breeze photo

dept to see now

BUY ONE* GET ONE

mum

NO CHECKS!
NO PROBLEM!
Now it's more convenient
than ever to shop
at Kroger because you can
now use your
VISA, MASTERCARD,
MOST OR
DISCOVER CARDS
at the checkout!

COPYRIGHT 1994-THE KROGER CO. ITEMS AND ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY: Each of these advertised items is required to be
PRICES GOOD SUN. APRIL 24 THROUGH SAT.
readily available for sale in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this ad lf we d0 r
APRIL 30.1994 IN HARRISBURC. WE RESERVE of
un out of an advertised item, we will offer you your choice
a
THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES. NONE SOLD
comparable item, when available, reflecting the savings or a raincheck
TO DFAI FRS
which will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days. Only one vendor coupon will be accepted per item purchased
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Style
Working in the
land of perpetual
darkness...
Students see new sights, learn
about far-off land in summer jobs
for a lot of people and provide space for
you to set up tents."

by Ed Gray

staff writer
While many people head toward the
beach for the summer, some of the more
adventurous-at-heart choose to experience
life on a colder side of the country, in a
state that provides opportunities to live and
work with nature.
Junior Tim Cox and senior Matthew
Koch followed this route and experienced
the unique nature of Alaska when they
worked at a cannery 200 miles south of
Anchorage in the town of Kenae last
summer. For three months they glazed fish,
covering them with a substance to help
protect them from freezer burn.
"The work got to be a little monotonous,
but we met some great people, saw some
great sights," Koch said.
They lived with other workers in tents
located in the gravel drydock area for ships
outside the cannery. Such "tent cities" are
common near canneries.
Koch said, "The canneries leave space

It gets very gooey, ...
just dead fish and fish
99
guts.
Matthew Koch
senior
According to Koch, tent life was
generally a relaxed atmosphere and even
though conveniences such as showers
were available, most would use them only
once a week.
"When you felt real dirty you'd go for
it. You just don't care up there," he said.
This rugged way of life appealed to
Cox and Koch. They had thought about
making the trip prior to seeing summer
employment opportunities in Alaska
advertised in The Breeze and invested in

COURTESY OF TIM COX AND MATTHEW KOCH

Junior Tim Cox scales a fish in a cannery where he worked last summer in
Alaska. Students who have worked in an Alaskan cannery say it's a messy job.
an Alaska employment guide.
Cox said the book helped them decide to
go to Kenae because it showed them
exactly where the highest concentration of
canneries were.
After a relatively easy job search, the
two found themselves immersed in the
rhythms of another way of life.
"We worked during the night shift," Cox
said, adding that it was strange not to have
the sun set and the sky go dark, even at
night.
Alaska is so far north that the sun shines
about half the year, and it is mostly dark
the other half.
Different daylight patterns took some
getting used to in addition to conditions on
the job. Koch said that although the
conditions in his work area were not bad,

working with fish is quite messy.
"It gets very gooey, . . . just dead fish
and fish guts," he said.
"I remember seeing this one guy I knew
shoveling fish heads," Koch continued.
"He had ear plugs in his nose and blood all
over him. He looked like he wasn't
enjoying that too much.
"If you work in a cannery, you have to
realize there are slow periods, and there
are periods where you'll have to work
your butt off because fish can come in at
any time, Koch said.
He and Cox both feel that the drive up
to Alaska was the best part of the trip
because of the scenery and wildlife. The
two recall seeing bears, caribou, moose
and eagles.
WORKING page 25

Travel, high salaries lure summer job searchers
by Ed Gray

the library and get this kind of information."
Lustgarten said the company gathers its information by attending industry
conferences and building contacts within various industries. They update their
Summer employment aboard a cruise ship or in Alaska require
catalogs at least twice a year.
more than what advertisements in the Breeze might lead
He said that since they are not an employment agency, they do not know how many
students to believe. A simple phone call is not all it takes.
people succeed in getting jobs using their services. However, there have
After calling the number in the ad, students must send in a
been favorable responses with the mail-in card included in the back of their
check fox a book about such jobs.
catalogs that purchasers have the option to return.
According to Kevin Lustgarten, vice president and
"We're trying to be as comprehensive as possible and to give as
director* of Human Resources at Progressive Media,
many hints as possible," Lustgarten said,
the company that runs Student Employment
i
Depending on experience and position, pay varies on the Alaska
Services, $49.95 is a minimal investment for the
jobs,
as well as on the various cruise ship and land tour jobs. One can
m m a
employment guidebook which includes addresses,
earn
as much as $6,000 on a fishing vessel because workers are paid
■
■
.
.
.... a a ■ ■
salary and general information on
a base salary and earn a percentage on what the ship catches.
potential job positions.
Fishing ship positions are not without risks, however.
"This is an employment sews and
"Once in a while, a ship will go down," SES operator
information publishing company," said
Michael Baziotis said. "Unfortunately, those are the hazards of
Lustgarten, "We're not giving you a list of job
working up in Alaska. But during the summer months, it's
openings. We're giving you a list of
actually very mild. It's during the severe winter months where
possibilities." Lustgarten said.
your most dangerous times are."
Lustgarten said the student employment branch of
"We've found it's just about as dangerous as a regular
the company exists for organizational reasons because the
construction job in the lower 48 {states], probably a highmajority of their clientele is college-aged students.
rise construction job," he said.
"We deal mostly with students nationwide because they
"We're going to expand on safety issues in our
have their summers free, and it seems a lot of college
CHRIS CAMERA
Alaska program," Lustgarten said, "But it's not a big
students are looking for something different
problem. It just takes common sense like anything,
to do," Lustgarten said.
whether you're on shore or off shore."
"Information these days is important. It's
Baziotis said the law requires workers to wear life jackets aboard the ships at all
not easy to get," Lustgarten said. "People call our customer service department and
times, so this common sense measure reduces the risk of death or injury.
say, 'Why can't I just go get this in my library for free?" I don't think you can go to
Cruise ships are a lot-safer than Alaska fishing vessels, Lustgarten said.
stqffwrker
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Tired Of Playing The Random Roommate Game?

DelaWHERE...

/mm

TJien Run To Ashby Crossing And Check Out
Our Roommate Referral Program!
will

mm.

his summer?

:■

AV,-.'''A.'

If the

tate is home,
k out the

be st
c*x«
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CROSSING

■sumr

• Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every IS minutes
• Short walk to JMU
• Full-size washer & dryer
• Ample, well-lighted parking

• Individual Leases
• Volleyball Court
• Basketball Court
• 24 hour maintenance
• Double beds available

500 classes
5 or IVi week format
especially low tuition for DELAWARE
residents

o

Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to:

i

ware:

Use Internet gopher to access Univ. of Delaware's class listings
and course descriptions in topic "Student Information."

Ashby Crossing
1235-F Devon Lane Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday
10 - 1 and 2-5 Saturday

Call (302) 831-4031 to request course
listings and registration information!

You may even get paid for
reading: it. After all, this book from
MasterCard* offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
*

job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.
It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:

*
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Concert quenches thirst for charity
by Karen McLaughlin
asst. style editor
When combining the ingredients of
"cool" music and performances with
support for a charity that "aids" members
of the community, the result is more than
just a refreshing experience.
In fact, the 425 people who attended the
third annual WXJM "Cool Aid" concert
on Friday night viewed the latest local
talent raising $1050 for this year's charity.
Place of Peace, a transition housing
program for single mothers and their
children.
WXJM event organizer, sophomore
Dan Raphael said, "People seemed really
into it. There were a lot of people there,
really getting into it. We raised money for
the charity which was our goal."
Place of Peace mothers are provided
with two-bedroom apartments where they
can live up to two years. Since many of
the mothers dropped out of high school,
the organization offers assistance with
their education helping them work toward
a GED or high school diploma.
In addition to a $3 entrance fee which
benefits Place of Peace, participants, for
the first time, also had the opportunity to
contribute to and learn more about other
charities that were present.
"I thought it would be nice instead of
raising money for one charity to have
different charities set up tables, and they
can hand out literature on what they're all

about," Raphael said.
Junior Michael Smith, involved in
Animal Rights Coalition, was impressed
with the opportunities the concert offered
JMU students as well as younger students
from the community.
"I think in this area, there's not a lot of
stuff for young kids to go to," he said. "I
think that's really neat that they can come
and hear different kinds of bands in a safe
environment."
Sophomore Meghan McCracken, vice
president of EARTH also commended
WXJM for its efforts.
"It's important that we educate the
community in a benefit for worthwhile
causes," she said.
Besides benefiting charity, the concert
also provided eight hours of live
entertainment.
One of the first performances of the
evening was Cillia, an improvisational
theatre troop which was originally formed
in 1986 by a group of theatre majors.
Member junior Kevin Esmond said this
is the group's third year participating in
"Cool Aid." During the performance, the
audience had the opportunity to take part
in the act. The group led improv games
acting out comedic scenes with audience
suggestions.
Another acting group, the Little Grill
Playhouse, performed a 45-minute play
called "Zeus Story."
Also performing were a variety of local
bands including Fried Moose, Blast Off

Country Style and the Ice Cream
Socialists. Four Walls Falling, a group
from Richmond, and the Dambuilders, a
band from Boston, also played.
As a new feature, the acoustic bands
Buck Dancer, Dru Tomlin and Susan Ford
played between performances.
"A lot of the point of 'Cool Aid' and a
lot of the point of different radio shows is

breaking new talent before they're already
big," Raphael said.
A few years ago the Dave Matthews
Band from Charlottesville, played at
"Cool Aid," and Raphael said since then
the group has become very popular. He
believes the Dambuilders will also follow
this path.
CONCERT page 25

TODD LAPLANTE

Fried Moose performed during "Cool Aid" on Friday night In the P.C. Ballroom.
The Concert, which benefited Place of Peace, Included eight bands.

Theatre festival offers summer entertainment
by Chip Ferguson
senior writer
Performances, styles of music, dance and drama come
together in this summer's Blue Ridge Theatre Festival.
Sponsored by both the Blue Ridge Theatre Festival
company and the JMU School of Theatre and Dance, the
summer season will feature three main performances:
"Cotton Patch Gospel," "Biloxi Blues" and a dance
performance by the thompson and trammell Trio.
"Cotton Patch Gospel" is described by musk director
Ron Barneu as, "an updated retelling of the gospel story "
and "a warm, feel-good show."
The story, which is based on a book by Clarence
Jordan, is set in rural Georgia. Mary and Joseph struggle
to get to Atlanta while having to deal with Gov. Herrod.
While the story line of "Cotton Patch Gospel" is
humorous, artistic director Bev Appleton says that the
musical does not sacrifice the "sanctity" of the story of
Jesus. He also emphasizes that the story is not a preachy
one either.
"Whether or not you believe in Jesus Christ or not is
irrelevant. The story is what is important. Its
communication of the effect of the power of caring and
the need for everyone to get involved is what appeals."
Audiences may also enjoy the on-stage performance of
"The Cotton Pickers," a bluegrass/country-western band,
as they play the music which Henry Chapin wrote for
"Cotton Patch Gospel."
The next performance uses the medium of drama to
display its humor. Neil Simon's popular work "Biloxi
Blues" will be directed by Roger Hall of JMU's School of
Theatre and Dance.
According to Hall, this play has two central themes.
First, and most obviously, "Biloxi Blues" is about "a
group of young men coming of age at bootcamp in World
War II." The auto-biographical play is also "Simon's own
story of a writer becoming self-aware."
This performance features a cast made up almost
entirely of JMU students. Appleton, who plays Sgt.
Toomey in. this production, was very impressed with the

talent of the actors at JMU.
"The quality of the student actors here at JMU is a
compliment to the incredible work of the theatre and
dance faculty," says Appleton, adding, "This show could
have been cast twice."
Senior psychology major Janice Muller, who plays
Roweena, concurs, adding that "this group of actors is
probably the strongest at JMU."
Hall believes that audiences continue to enjoy "Biloxi
Blues" because the characters are "not just frothy, funny

"The quality of the student
actors here at JMU is a
compliment to the incredible
work of the theatre and dance
faculty.
Bev Appleton
artistic director, "Cotton Patch Gospel"
eccentrics." He sees the play as being very personal to
Neil Simon since it is an autobiography with very
complex characters.
Because the narrator speaks directly to the audience,
senior theatre major Dwayne Nitz, who plays Hennesey,
says, "[The production] is different from other plays since
the audience is not an objective viewer."
The third medium which will be incorporated in the
collaborative effort between JMU and the festival is
dance. The thompson and trammell Trio, comprised of the
School of Theatre and Dance faculty members associate
professor Cynthia Thompson, assistant professor Kate
Trammell and assistant professor Shane O'Hara, will
perform several of their works which Thompson
described as entertaining and thought provoking.

Thompson promised that the trio would be "choosing
works which will be accessible to large numbers of
people of all ages."
Before their production for the summer season,
however, the thompson and trammell Quartet, which
includes the members of the trio plus visiting scholar
William Seigh, will be on a European tour. This tour will
see the group performing and teaching in Portugal and
Poland over the months of May and June.
"We're all very passionate about performance and
choreography," says Thompson, speaking about the
cohesion that builds after 10 years of performing together.
Along with the three performances will be cinematic
and amateur theater events.
Appleton says he hopes to draw Virginia filmmakers to
JMU to present a combination of documentaries and film
shorts. "I would like to see the Blue Ridge Theatre
Festival summer season become a major regional film
festival," he says.
Another long-range plan of the festival is to show old
movies. Appleton hopes to have actors perform in period
costumes, play music of the period and invite a film critic
to discuss the film.
Other plans for the summer include staging more
dramatic performances.
Professional actors will be reading from the scripts of
the winners of the Young Playwrights Festival in
Richmond. Also, three student-directed plays are planned
for the Theatre II.
These productions include "American Buffalo" by
David Mamct (author of "Glen Gary, Glen Ross" and
"Speed the Plow"). Proposals for the third production are
still being taken.
In the end, according to Managing Director of the
summer season Julie Drinkard, "The Blue Ridge Theatre
Festival hopes to establish itself as a long-running area
theatre festival."
"Cotton Patch Gospel" will run May 13-22, "Biloxi
Blues" will run June 17-16 and the thompson and
trammell Trio will perform July 18-23. All performances
will be at Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre.
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HOLOCAUST
REMEMBRANCE
DAY

TODAY, APRIL 25
7 p.m., PHILLIPS HALL

From 1933-1945, nearly two million children
were murdered by their Nazi persecuters.
He was only one...
because he was "different"

Reflect and learn as Jay Ipson shares
his personal experiences from
Auschwitz and Buchenwald
concentration camps.
If notfitr us, then for our children.
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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Happy Hour Fitness Class- Friday, 4/29,5pm in
Hillside Fitness Center "Dukette Routine"

Positions Available:
-Substitute Bus Drivers
Interested candidates should
apply to the
Bus Garage,
1210 North Liberty Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
or call (703) 433-2458

RE-CREATE
YOURSELF
WITH
REG!!

w^d

AMSTERDAM
BUENOS ARES
FRANKFURT
LONDON
MADRID
MEXICO CITY

Moscow
PARIS
TOKYO

$229
$455
$245
$195
$325
$149
$359
$229
$425

For more
information
call

568-6669

EXAM WEEK (M-Th)
Deep Water Running, Godwin Pool, Noon- lpm
Funk Aerobics, Godwin Squash Ct, 3-4pm
Aerobics Class, Godwin Gym, 6-7pm
MAY SESSION (beginning 5/10)
Deep Water Running, T & Th, Godwin Pool, Noon-1 pm
12:30-1:30 pm Class, Hillside Fitness Center
MWF-Step; T-Step & Slide; Th-Aerobics/Step
3:30-4:30 pm Class, Hillside Fitness Center.
M-Aerobics; T/Th-Funk Aerobics; W-Slide; F-PowerStep
5:15-6:15 pm Class, Hillside Fitness Center.
M-Step; T-Aerobks; W-Funk Aerobics; Th-Step & Slide

Massage - Demonstration of effective massage techniques
4/27, 7pm, Godwin 205
Godwin Wellness Center
EXAM WEEK (Mon-Thur)
M-W
noon - 9pm
Th
noon - 7pm
MAY SESSION
M-Th
11 am-7pm
Fri
11 am -5pm
Sat
CLOSED
Sun
4-8pm
MAY SESSION
Yoga Classes, Godwin 205
Tuesday's & Thursdays, 4pm

ShJdcntaFaajHylD.maybcrtquired.Fartsare
W rouid tips torn Washrgion.DC Tots aid
surchays not included Fares subject to d/ny.

(all hours subject to change)
EXAM WEEK (M-Th)
Open Rec & Issue Room, 3-9pm

3300 M. Street N.W.
Washinston, DC 20007
All activities are open to
| undergraduates, graduate
I students, and faculty or staff

MAY SESSION
Godwin's Savage Pool
M-Th A Sun, 4 6pm
Open Rec & Issue Room
M-Th
l-7pm
F
l-5pm
Sat
Closed
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Working

Concert

Aside from the animals, a wealth of
different cultures also enriched the
experience. Koch and Cox both said the
money they earned was not as important
as the diversity of people they met and the
sights they saw.
Other students, however, do not view
their work experiences at canneries in the
same light
Junior Patrick Ford, who traveled to
Alaska with friends in the summer of
1992, had a miserable cannery experience.
"We did that for a few weeks, and it
just-blew so bad," Ford said. "You read all
these things about how you can make a lot
of money. I guess you can, but the work
really sucks and you can't make nearly as
much as they say."
Ford's traveling companion junior Kent
Carter agreed, but, like Cox and Koch,
said the trip to the 49th state was "a great
experience.''
"Traveling made it all worth it, not
making money, because we really didn't
make much money," Carter said He said
his group all came home with under
$1,000 at the end of the summer. Ford
earned six dollars an hour in his cannery
job and said the best way to earn money is
to work overtime, although workers rarely
felt like putting in those extra hours.
"Where we were, there were a lot of
people and [the cannery] didn't want to
work you overtime unless you had to. It
seemed like when they did want to work
you overtime, you didn't want to be
there," Ford said
Ford and Carter earned more catching
fish in Cooke Inlet — about $200 per 18-

"They're definitely on their way.
Within a year, I think people will be pretty
familiar with them," he said.
Another band, the Ice Cream Socialists,
are made up of JMU students and have
performed for other events on campus.
Senior member Chris Lawrence said the
band responded to the opportunity to play
for charity and in a "good environment."
"It's nice to see a lot of people from the
community, like a lot of high school kids,
that come out," Lawrence said. "It's fun to
play in front of them." While this band
and others had previously played at other
campus events, it was the first trip to
Harrisonburg for Four Walls Falling, who

continued from page 23

continued from pagfil

COURTESY OF TIM COX AND MATTHEW KOCH

Senior Matthew Koch and junior Tim
Cox alt on a sign at Mount McKlniey.

hour day. The work was sporadic,
however. Fish and game officials. Ford
said, would occasionally close down all
fishing so fish could spawn and
repopulate.
"It was still hard work, but it was a lot
more fun. You were outside and talking to
people the whole time," he said. Out of the
two weeks he fished, he received work
only 10 of those days because fishing was
closed down several times.
When they did get a chance to work,
long, hard hours of sometimes grueling
labor made up for their days off.
Student Employment Services operator
Michael Baziotis admitted that some say
"it's a real luxury just to sit down" in the
canneries since workers don't have much
time for relaxing.
"It's definitely not for everybody. It's
not for people who are used to being
spoon-fed by their mommies and
daddies," Cox said.

toured Europe last year and will tour the
country beginning in August.
Singer Taylor Steel said, "It's a good
opportunity for us, and it's a good
opportunity to play for a good cause."
The event offered students the chance
to hear different bands and their latest
music. Senior Angela Pino attended this
year's concert as well as the previous two.
"It was such a good time, I decided to
come up again. My brother came up, and
he is in high school, so I thought it would
be fun for him to see this," she said.
Raphael said he hopes to have a larger
variety of music and performances at
future "Cool Aid" concerts. "Next year
my goal will be to have more diversity,"
he said

TODOLAPIANTE

The lea Cream Socialists, a band of JMU students, joined other local groups to
play their music for m audience of students and Harrisonburg residents.
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Reserve Your Seat!
GT Triple Triangle Design Chromoly Frame, with 21 Speeds.
Dual SIS, Hyperdrive-C,
and RapidFire Plus Shifters.
Check Them Out!

Since 1975

Timberline $399

434-5151

1570 S. Main St. Hanisonburg
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An easy 10
£f |i|j|R PH*H^S BPH||ite
minute walk
11111181 ifflifi^
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to campus.
(No hills to climb
♦OPEN HOUSE DAILY MONDAY
or interstate to
THRU SATURDAY*
cross).
S10000 PER GROUP OF FOUR
SIGNING LEASE TOGETHER!

■

432-9502

CALLTODAY!

Amenities Galore
Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

BANKER Q
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
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• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• • Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
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Sports

MAGGIE WELTER

Sophomore Donny Burks (left) and senior Jeff Kaufman work on getting an out In Sunday's 10-9 win over East Carolina.

JMU takes three games from ECU
Troilo's five RBIs help Dukes nip Pirates 10-9 for second place in CAA
by Steve Miranda
senior writer
When facing an offense as potent as the
Dukes' has been this year, no lead is safe.
JMU fell behind East Carolina three
times Sunday, but sophomore centerfielder
Joe Higman's one-out double in the
bottom of the ninth gave JMU a 10-9 win
and a three-game sweep over the Pirates at
Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
The sweep secured the No. 2 seed in the
Colonial Athletic Association tournament
for JMU, which finished the conference
schedule with an 11-7 mark. Richmond
also finished 11-7, but loses the head-tohead tie breaker with JMU.
"That's big. Now we won't have to play
Old Dominion until the last round of the
tournament," senior catcher Jason Troilo
said.
Old Dominion, which has been in and
out of the national top 25 rankings all
season, won the regular season title with a
14-4 record.
On Sunday, the Dukes fell behind early
as ECU touched freshman pitcher Tim
Bouch for three runs in the the first inning.
"We were down three off the bat, and
we had Tim, a freshman, throwing,"
Troilo said, who went S-for-S with five
RBIs. "He was probably down on himself,
but we knew we could come back off that

no problem."
Down 4-0 in the bottom of the third,
Troilo helped the Dukes get back in it with
a double, scoring two. JMU tacked on two
more that inning to tie the game at 4-4.
Troilo put JMU ahead in the fifth with a
two-run homer, and sophomore third
baseman Jay Johnson followed him with a
solo shot to put the Dukes up 7-4.
ECU reclaimed the lead with four runs
in the sixth, but Troilo tied it with an RBI
double in the seventh. The Pirates came
back with a single run in the eighth,
setting up Higman's heroics.
"I don't know if it's the kind of offense,
or the character of our players," head
coach Kevin Anderson said. "Our kids are
super competitors. They just keep on
battling."
Sophomore Casey Brookens pitched
three innings and got the win for JMU. He
entered the game with the bases loaded
and no outs in the seventh, but got out of
the jam when ECU ran itself into a triple
play. Freshman rightfielder Macey Brooks
caught a fly ball, and ECU runners on
third and second were caught off the bags
trying to tag up.
Bouch, who had yielded just nine hits in
25 innings with a 1.89 ERA in nine relief
outings, made his first career start for
JMU and gave up six runs and nine hits in
five innings.

"He didn't throw all that badly," Troilo
said. "I think he was a little tense from
being his first start But he didn't throw all
that badly.
"His changeup was working well, his
curveball wasn't. With their power-hitting
lefthanders, his curveball comes right into
them. If he would've had that, he
would've had a better day."
Anderson said he was pleased with
Bouch's outing.
"I thought Timmy did a great job," he
said "He wasn't at his best, but he kept us
in the ballgame. That was a great learning
experience for a freshman pitcher who's
going to win a lot of baseball games."
The Dukes, who won 7-4 and 5-4
during a Saturday doubleheader, now
boast a 29-15 overall record.
Troilo said JMU will use the final three
weeks of the regular season to tune up for
the CAA tournament in Norfolk, where
they will meet up with George Mason.
The tournament begins May 18.
"If we can play like this the rest of the
year, we'll definitely have momentum
going into the tournament," he said. "And
I don't think anyone can beat us."
The Dukes' next home game is Tuesday
against Liberty at 3 p.m. After a trip to the
University of Virginia Wednesday, they
play a 7 p.m. game at Harrisonburg High
School's Memorial Stadium Thursday. "' *

NAVY CHARGES ATHLETES IN
CHEATING SCANDAL: The
Naval Academy has recommended
expulsion for six members of its 1993
varsity football team for allegedly
cheating on an exam, according to the
April 23 Washington Post.
The Academy, which functions
under a strict honor policy, has been
investigating alleged widespread
cheating on a 1992 electrical
engineering exam given to 663
juniors. A total of 88 midshipmen
were found guilty of cheating, buying
and selling stolen copies of the exam.
or lying about their involvement in
the scandal.
The Inspector General's Office
reported in January that as many as
133 midshipmen may have been
involved in the scandal, including
members of the football, basketball,
soccer, wrestling, lacrosse, water
polo, tennis and crew teams.
THREE-POINT LINE MAY
CHANGE: The NCAA Basketball
Rules Committee will debate next
week the idea of moving back the
three-point line from 19-feet-9 inches
to the international distance of 20feet-6, according to the April 22 USA
Today.
When the three-point rule went
into effect in 1986-87, only one in 6.5
shots attempted was a three-pointer
and accounted for less than 15
percent of scoring. This past season,
it accounted for one in almost 3.5
shots and 23 percent of scoring.
The committee will also debate
whether to widen the lane and
whether to reinstate the five-second
dribbling violation when a player is
closely guarded.
FOOTBALL PLAYOFF PANEL
CREATED: A group of 22 voting
members has been named to a NCAA
committee to research the idea of a
Division I-A football championship
playoff, according to the April 22
USA Today.
The committee will meet May 5-6
and June 2-3 to hear a report
researched by UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young studying the idea of a
college football playoff. If the
committee recommends the plan,
NCAA schools would decide its
future at their convention in January.
MANNS LEAVING GMU: George
Mason University sophomore guard
Troy Manns announced Tuesday he
would be transferring at the end of the
semester, according to the April 19
Washington Post.
Manns led the Colonial Athletic
Association in assists last season with
161 and was named to the All-Rookie
team in 1993. He averaged just under
12 points per game last season but
had lost playing time to freshman
guard Curtis McCants.
. Manns has. not yet decided where
l<hewift*-:
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Fine stoneware pottery & porcelain jewelry handcrafted here in
the Shenandoah Valley. We also offer lovely handmade crafts
of stained glass, wood items, weaving, jewelry, candles, cards,
glass, potpourri and much more!
Harrisonburg Store
Broadway Store
703-432-1580
703-896-2732
Route 33 East
142 Main Street
Skyline Village Shopping Center Broadway VA
MS 10-9, Sun 12:30-5:30
Sat 10-6
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Quiet resolution drives Dukes' home run leader

w

by Steve Miranda
senior writer
He plays on a team with one of the
most potent offenses in the country, but
JMU sophomore Joe Higman has found a
way to get himself noticed: quietly.
"Joe and I have the same conversation
every day," JMU head coach Kevin
Anderson says. "I say 'How are you
doing?', he says 'Good.' Joe just comes to
play. He's going to give you a great effort
every day. He doesn't say much. He lets
his actions speak for himself."
Higman's 13 home runs this season
place him among the national leaders in
home runs per game. After just one-and-ahalf seasons at JMU, he's 10th on the alltime list for career home runs with 21.
"When I'm on the field, I lead by
example," Higman says. "I'm not one to
holler 'Let's go!' or whatever. I want to
win, but I'm not the outspoken type."
The Dukes' team batting average of
.345 is among the top 10 in the NCAA,
and Higman has done his share with a .336
mark. The Villas, N.J. native has also
knocked in 32 runs.
Higman's gaudy statistics have sparked
talk about a professional baseball career.
"If he can continue to make strides, he
has the chance to play a long time,"
Anderson says. "Once he gets more
consistent on driving the ball the other
way on curveballs ... Joe Higman has a
legit chance to play this game a long time.
"He's a definite high pick next year,"
Anderson says. "I'm not going to make
any predictions, but he has a chance to be
a high pick."
Higman says, "I think I have a chance.
Getting fooled by off-speed pitches is my
main problem. If I can stay back and keep
my hands back. I'll be able to play there
after my junior year, maybe."
After hitting three home runs in the fust
weekend of this season, Higman appeared
ready for the next level. Then came the
10-game road trip during spring break in
which Higman went 4-for-28 (.143),
including 13 strikeouts.
"I thought it was going to be a great
season," Higman says, "Then we went on
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Sophomore centerflekter Joe Higman set a freshman record by hitting eight home runs last season and has 13 this year.

our spring trip, and for the second year in
a row, I just absolutely bombed out. I had
to come back here and revive myself."
Higman had boosted his average up to
.386 by mid-April, but another slump has
brought him back down to earth.
Strangely, it's the bad streaks that get
Higman thinking about someday playing
professionally.
"I know I have the talent to go," he
says, "And when I strike out three times in
a game or don't get any hits, it's on my
mind what people are thinking."
Anderson likes Higman's professional
chances. The Dukes' first-year head coach

JUMP!
Sophomore Rich
Pierce (near photo)
tied for fourth In the
high Jump with a
height of 6-foot-7 In
Saturday's JMU Track
& Held Invitational.
Junior Tlombe Hurd
broke stadium and
school records and
met NCAA automatic
qualifying standards In
the triple Jump. Her
winning Jump of 43
feet, 3 1/4 Inches
was the second-best
outdoor Jump by a
collegian this year.

PHOTOS BY CRAIG NEWMAN
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calls Higman "the consummate baseball
player."
"He has an outstanding combination of
speed, power and an above-average
throwing arm," Anderson says. "It's not
very often you can find a player that can
control ccnierfield the way he does and
also provide you with outstanding power
at the plate."
Higman wasted no time in establishing
himself at JMU, leading the Dukes in runs
batted in (37) as a freshman last year. His
eight home runs also led the team and set a
school record for freshmen.
Although Higman has already attracted

the attention of professional scouts, he
reacts to all the hype in typical fashion.
Curt Dudley, JMU's assistant director
of sports media relations, remembers
introducing a professional scout to
Higman earlier this season.
"Afterwards, Joe came up to me and
asked me again who he was," Dudley
says. "I told him, and he said, 'Does that
mean I have potential?' That's just Joe."
"I've always been that way," Higman
says of his quiet nature. "I'm not going to
yell at the other team or charge the mound
after I get hit by a pitch. I'm just a quiet,
easygoing guy."
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Quick scoring propels JMU past Towson State
Strong play from seniors, Heffeman's six goals help to tame Tigers 14-3 in final home game
by Craig Landis
asst. sports editor
Sun-drenched Bridgcforth Stadium
provided an ideal setting for the JMU
women lacrosse team's debacle of Towson
State 14-3 Saturday afternoon.
The team's five seniors were honored
before the game, their last home contest.
"It's the way you want to remember it
10 years from now," senior attack wing
Laurie Ann Dick said. "This was perfect
lacrosse weather, and we played well. It
was definitely ideal."
Pouring in two goals, Dick helped the
Dukes to a fast start against the Tigers,
who entered Saturday's matchup
struggling with a 2-8 record.
"We expected to win," Dick said. "Our
goal was to win by seven. That was the
team's goal today, and we surpassed it.
Our goal was just to play from start to
finish.
"We've been having trouble playing
from the very beginning. Over the last
three days we've been working on some
very specific things. Our coach said that
she saw us doing those things out there. I
think overall everyone did what they're
supposed to do."
Despite the strong play of the team's
graduating players, it was junior Danyle
Heffernan who stole the show, proving
herself next to unstoppable in scoring six
of JMU's 14 goals. Heffernan has been
among the nation's leaders in both points
and goals for much of the season.

&

Senior second home Kathryn Mangano
drew first blood with a penalty shot that
found the net only 1:53 into the first half.
Towson responded quickly with a goal
at the 25:39 mark, knotting the game at
one goal apiece. JMU jumped ahead again
with a goal from Dick nine minutes into
the game. Sophomore Caryn Habay was
credited with the assist.
Heffernan and Dick each scored to put
the Dukes up by three with four minutes
left in the half. Heffernan then broke the
game open with two straight goals in the
final two minutes before halftime.
Two more goals from Heffernan put the
game out of reach early in the second half.
Assistant coach Susan Stewart went to her
reserve players for the remainder of the
game. Head coach Dee McDonough was
unable to attend the game due to p';or
obligations.
Aside from Heffernan and Dick, four
other JMU players scored goals.
Senior Laura Whelan had three goals,
and senior Kathryn Mangano, sophomore
Anne Slonaker and freshman Andrea
Frederick each had one goal apiece.
Sophomore Meg Cortozi had 11 saves for
the Dukes.
With only two games remaining in the
season, Dick tried to put the team's play
thus far into perspective.
"I think we've overcome a lot of
adversity. We lost some players last year
that we didn't know if we'd be able to
make up for, and I think we have. I think
the team as a whole can all look back on it
and be really proud," she said.

ROGER WOLLENBERG ->

Senior Kathryn Mangano executes on offense against Towson State. Mangano
and two other seniors accounted for six goals in their last home game.

SPORTSHIGH LIGHTS

MEN'S SWIMMING
Frost named CAA Rookie of the Year
JMU freshman swimmer Ryan Frost was
named the Colonial Athletic Association
Men's Rookie Swimmer of the Year. The
honor was announced Friday by the
league's office in Richmond. Frost is from
Potomac, Md., and is a 1993 graduate of
Wootton High School.
Frost won the 100-yard breastroke at the
CAA
Swimming
and
Diving
Championships, Feb. 16-19 in Greenville,
N.C. He won the event in 57.15 seconds to
set a JMU and CAA-meet record. He also
placed second in the 200-yard breastroke
and 500-yard freestyle and was on three
winning relay teams.
JMU won its third consecutive and
overall title in the nine-year history of
CAA swimming and diving. The Dukes
also captured their second straight Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference
Championship.

At the Rutherford Intercollegiate
Tournament held at University Park, Pa.
April 17, JMU finished eighth out of 18
teams. Penn State finished first overall
with a combined 884 in three rounds.
Junior Scott Graber paced the Dukes
with a three-round score of 235.
Sophomore Doug McCarthy finished with
237 and Hughes shot a 238. Sophomore
Denny Kamencik and freshman Jason
Brunetti round out the scores with 240
and 243, respectively.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

JMU 18, Shippensburg 4
April 24, Shippensburg, Pa.
Junior Danyle Heffernan scored five
goals to pace the Dukes to their win over
Shippensburg. Freshman Shelly Klaes and
senior Laura Whelan each added three
goals apiece. Sophomore goalie Meg
Cortezi finished with 12 saves.
Seven different JMU players scored in
the game. Senior Kathryn Mangano led
JMU with three assists. JMU's record now
MEN'S GOLF
stands at 8-8 with one game remaining at
JMU's men's golf team tied for sixth Princeton April 30.
place in the Princeton Golf Invitational
With her five goals in Saturday's game,
April 23 in Princeton, NJ.
Heffernan has now set a new JMU record
Junior Pleasant Hughes shot a 76 and 74 for goals in a season with 50. The old
in the tournament to place seventh record was 45. She is currently ranked
individually. The team shot 622 overall, fourth nationally in total points with 52
19 strokes off first-place Seton Hall, who and is tied for fourth in goals.
Anne Windover of Old Dominion leads
,shot-6Q3. C,nris Yo* of C^rgetpwn won
the individuate <wWh-» 73-XM43' both- categories with- 63 points -and-47
stroke.
goals.

CAA BASEBALL
As of April 23
1. Kevin Gibbs.ODU
2. Brian Yerys, ECU
3.JuanDorscy,JMU
4. Tom Scioscia, UR
5. Jason Troilo, JMU
6. Dan Almonte, ODU
7. Matt Quatraro, ODU
8. Mike Ruberti, W&M
9.RickBritton,ECU
10. Jamie Borel, ECU
11. Kevin Nehring, JMU
12. BatUe Holley, UNC-W

Bitting (Team)

.439
.423
.409
.396
.392
.392
.392
.309
.307
..302
J77
.377

1. James Madison
J42
2. Old Dominion
.336
3. East Carolina
.316
4. Richmond
.311
5. William & Mary
.302
6. UNC-Wilmington
.272
.255
7. George Mason
EMUd Run Average fmin 1 innigame)
1. Brett Wheeler, ODU
1.75
2. Lyle Hartgrove, ECU
1.78
3. John Smith, ODU
2.49
4. A. Eannacony, ODU
2.51
5. R. Blackwell, ECU
2.77
6. Brian Smith. UNCW
2.87
7. Eric Pfitzner, W&M
3.18
8.MikoSanbum,ECU
3.31
9: Jeff Howard; UNC-W
3.35
10. Johnny Beck, ECU
3.59

RBIs
l.JeffDausch.UR
2. Brian Yerys, ECU
3. Mike Ruberti, W&M
4. Sean Casey, UR
5. Matt Quatraro, ODU
6. Maika Symmonds, ODU
7. Rick Britton, ECU
8. Tom Scioscia, UR
9. Chad Triplet!, ECU
10. Jude Donato, ODU

Home Runs

l.JeffDausch.UR
2T. Sean Casey, UR
2T. Mike Ruberti, W&M
2T. Joe Higman, JMU
5.ChadTriplett,ECU
Strikeouts
1. Booby St. Peirre, UR
2. John Smith. ODU
3. Scott Forster, JMU
4T. Richie Blackwell, ECU
4T. Brian Smith. UNC-W
6. Mike Sanburn, ECU
7. Chris McBride. UNC-W
8. Brett Wheeler, ODU
9. Johnny Beck. ECU
10. John Babson. UNC-W
Wins
1. John Smith, ODU
2T. Brett Wheeler, ODU 2T. Brian McNichol, JMU
4T. Bobby -St. Pierre, UR
•4T.-Johnny-Beok-, ECU
6. Anthony Eannacony, ODU

49
45
45
43
41
39
39
37
36
33
12
11
11
11
9
81
73
72
64
64
59
57
53
50
45
8-1
7-0
7-0
7-1
7-1
7-2
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CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES

How About Graduating
Into One of These?

THE COMMONS HAS SPACE
AVAILABLE FOR SINGLES
'Sign a lease with

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
* Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
* Double bed in each bedroom
* Full size washer and dryer
* 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
" 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
* Built in microwave oven
* Patio or balcony
* Free Water and Sewer
* Free trash pick-up
* Full-time maintenance

THE COMMONS
between April 1
and May 7 and
receive gift
certificates for 5
large 1 topping
pizzas from

1994 Accord - Motor Trend's Import Car
of the Year!
APRIL
SHOWERS

$850
OFF

VALUES!

UP TO

4 DOOR CIVIC DX
CIVIC H'BACK
CIVIC DEL SOL

$1500
OFF

ACCORDS
AND
PRELUDES!

Harrisonburg 703/433-1467
Honda

Office Hours
MOD-PK.- »-J:30
Sit.* Sun. 11-4:30

2675 S. Main Street

In the Heart of The Motor Mile-

432-0600'869^B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

kit e n f i 0 it
If you will he in the 'Burg this summer and you like to writ
draw, take photos or just see your name in print; you u u u-t-u
part of the summer Breeze.

.»»

terested in partipf^fkaig in any aspect of pro
inning, student jfetStftiVe'cl newspaper (summer

WWHB^^^^1*

enc

JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

For more information or if you have any question*, contact Craig Newi
568-6127.
»<
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Humor
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters

ITCUT6,
IT CHOPS,
It SHRSP5

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

HANPITNEVHK

SHARPENED

"So let's go over it again: You're about a mile up,
you see something dying below you, you circle until
it's dead, and down you go. Lenny, you stick close
to your brothers and do what they do."

VERISIMILITUDE/^^/ Coulson

ALTHOUGH CAPIWIJ SPATULA WAS
NOT AS FAMOUS AS CAPTAIN UOOK,
HE WAS M^H MoRE FUN ATC<WOUTS.

YoU KNOW, I NEV/ER BELIE\/ED IN THE
TOOTH PAIRV, BUT TU|s MORNING- X
COULDM'T FlNJD MY DENTVRES.AND-T14^:
WAS $200 UNDER MY PILUW. "

Humor
CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson
YOUR PARENTS TOLD ICO
TO flEMMf TONIGHT,
REMEMBER ?.' TWEYRE MOT
GOING TO BE HAPPY YWEN
THET HEAR ABOUT W/S/

WITH STUPENDOUS SPEED,
STVPEMPOVS MAN IS OUT
. THE DOOR.'

THERE IS NOWAY TM CETTIHS
PAID ENOUGH FOR THIS KIND
OF AGGRAVATION. HOW ©ULD
A KID WITH SUCH LITTLE
LEGS GO SO FAST?!'

SECURE IN HIS SECRET
FORTRESS. SWPENPOOS MAN
PLANS HIS STRATEGY.' BABY
SITTER GIRL IS NO MATCH
R*. SWPENPWS MANS
STUPENDOUS INTELLECT.'

CALVIN, YOURE IN B\G
TROUBLE IF YOV) DON'T
COME OUT.'

SEE, IT- WE UAD HONEY. WE
BOJGHT A DOG CAME HERE
TO RELAX.
INSTEAD, L\KE
I WANTED, WE LETS TALK
GOULD GO OUT
ABOUT
LIKE THIS AIL SOMETHING
ELSE.
THE TIME.

YOUMAOE
IT BACK
ALWE.'

OF COURSE.' I
MADE A STUPENDOUS
DASH AS SOON AS
RDSALYN WENT
M&OHD THE HOUSE.'
SHE STILL DOESN'T
KNOW WHERE I *M!|
Punk accountants

THERE GOES X
ROSALYN ARpJND
THE HOUSE AGAIN.
SUE STIU. DOESN'T
KNOW VCD SNEAKED
BACK INSIDE..

N0W1U
CHANGE
BACK INTO
MY SECRET
IDENTITY
ALTEREGO.'

UHOH. SHE ^
SAW THE LIGHT
ON IN THIS
ROOM. SHE'S
COMING IN.'

QUICK.' GET IN
THECDVEBS
PRETEND WINE
JUST BEEN
READING IN

BUT SHE KNOWS THAT WAS
YOO ATTACKED
HOT MILDHER AND RAN
MANNERED
OUTSIDE HALF
AN HOUR AGO.' CALVIN.' 1VE
BEEN IN BED
WITH NY Bis
ON SINCE o«>.

swvwsm

YOU THINK 1 MY COVERS ARE
SUES GOING HERE. MY.
TO BELIEVE j PMMAAS ARE

wrf J

JS*i

HOB.

»ts AS

PLAIN AS CAN

BE/

"So, Professor Sadowsky, you're saying that your
fellow researcher, Professor Lazzell, knowing full well
that baboons consider eye contact to be threatening,
handed you this hat on that fateful day you emerged

..'

from your Serengeti campsite.''

OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb
yiAYOE SOME T.V. VOIU.
CM6E* ME OP.

X CAwnerr 0EUEVE TMAT X
WAS MAWU6 OUT WITH HOLLY
AMD X FAlMTED. ILL
MSVfcR BE ABLE TO FACE
HERAEAJM...

o

WHAT Dip►CHRIS
SEE?
tern S\)t>r

KAVF TO

COME BACK N£*T YEAR
ANO FINOOUT!

WHAT A CUFPHAH6ER^

HUH*

K

«t NAO
BfcTTSR BE
6000!

§ I , ' , >

. •■

r

■

i t > r i c

c's r/Mtihzukj

j

*»-■»"---■

H^

^™
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Classifieds
FOR RENT
Callage Stetlen - 4 M liwnh
Fully lurnished. Jim. 432-6541
CulnimweaSi RHty. 434-2977.
University Piece - 3 or 4 BR unto.
Fumehed or untumWNd. Water 4 NW
included. Dorothy or Jim, 432-6541;
Cornnoromlti flcety. 434-2977.
Femelea - Tewnhouee, 3 block*.
Furni.h.d. W/D. MW. 3 BRs. $150$2267mo. 434-1040
Aehby Croaolng Apt*. - Individual
leases, gai heat 4 hot uvular.
unparalleled on-eits managomant,
unbaatabla aarvlo*. 24 hour amarBancy
maintenance service, bua pick-up every
IS minute*, vollay 4 basketball court..
apring block party. Cal Ashby Creeling
today at 432-1001.
Apt. lor rant - College Station, 10 mo.
leeee. $22!Vmo. Fuly furnahed. Cal 4344411.
Summer aubleaaa - Olda Mill. Call
Brad. 544-4474 or tow* meeeage.
Furnlehed S 4 4 BR unite - $195 lo
S22S watt private bath. Laaaaa Juno 1 August 1. Limited number, abort term
toe**. Roommate placement. 433-4422
College Station available -$100 lint
month or $100 rebate to student with
laaaa now. (You dont have to to* your
lolis) Up to 3 rooms in 4 BR lownhoms.
4200/mo. All utiktiee including cable 4
phono are only $35. Completely
iurrvshed. VWO. Cat E* at 433-6670 or
call collect (404)467-5517. Available
Auguat 1 or sooner.
Sublet - Hunter'e Ridge room with
everyfang tor cheepl May -August Rent
negotiable. (804)296-6180, w* cal back
or 433-7312. Noete.
S black* from campu* - Gratian St.
$750/mo. 4 BR. 1 bath. Prudential
Funkhouser Aaaoe. 434-5150

I PREE13"MLMTV
w/ apart m*»nt Issss
-U. Place 344BR
Medleon Square 3 BR
- Uadtoon Qardene 3 BR
-DukeOardane SIR
- Country Cha> Court
4BRTownhouee

BEST PRICE
BEST SERVICE
The Prudanhal Funkhouaer
A*aioclil»4i Inc. Property Mgrnt.

434-5150
Su
uWet - 2 biodu from campu..
Cal Surahine at 4334745.
Two rairWMSto* - wVSa, greet house,
good people. Auguat toes*. 568-3068.

The Commons
Apartments
Ranting 4 BR/2 bath apt*.
Looking lor »Ingle* a group*
to rent tor'94-'95.

CaH The Common* it
432-0600.

hlt-H-

Upetalre m heuee an
3BR*. kitchen, bath, $1
plus
uoitto. OH street parking, convenient to
downtown. Lease 4 deposlL 433-1873
Room lor rent - R High St Waiting
dietano*. 432-0499.434-5722. Randy.
Roam available In OMe Mil - Spring
•95. Cal Sarah. 433-3467.

Sublet tor cummer - Cheep! Okf* Mi.
Cal Kria. 564-1539.
1 BR duplai - 1 1/2 balk, all
appliance*. One mile from campus.
fiOOrBR Available June in/August 1st.
564-0382
Specleue 1 BR apt. lor aublwt Available May-August. Furntohtd, A/C.
DW, WD, close to campus. Rant
negotiable. Kerry. 432-9274
Summer eubleaee - Houas, 204
Carnpbak BL 3 rooms avaiaMe upatairi.
furniahed. W70, lull kitchen. J150Ves.
Cal 4324932.

3 Bedroom Duplex
(Roswdsls)
TVwshorfPryor, DlaiTawjerwr,
MtofOwMVO, •04>fgy •flic I tot,
1 1/2 both, quiet.
June 1 or Auguat 1 •

434-2100
The Cemmene - May-Auguat.
$140/mo. Good roommate.. Jon. 4336836. leave meeaage

Far rani - Still available t BR
doublewide trailer on hone form. 10
rrato* out Port Road. Available. Sept. Hay. B32S/mo. Inckidn utilitiai. 2349781
Twa 4 BR unite In house - Can be
rented as one unit with I BRs or 2
separata apt*. Group ksase lor 4 or 8
student., »70O/apt. on Cantrstl Ave. 4335110
$uhieess Hunter* Ridge - May Auguat. Rant negotiable. 433-7312,
Wendy/Miohato.

CaH (000)766-6831
tor on appllcBnon.

Urgat townhoue* with 4 BPJa - 2 1/2
bath*. carrtraJ A/C, W/D. Good location,
prefer 4 torn*** atudsnt*. 1 year laaaa,
security depoait required. Ready June 1.
Phone 289-5454, evening*.
4 BR home - t both, W/D. 2 block*
JMU. S210/par*on. Cal 433-1100.
Mai* roemmete needed to share 3 BR
nou**-2btooks JMU. 433-1108
Subset OMe Mb all eummsr - 1150 *
L CaH Jonathan, 433-5677.
Efficiency, spacloua - 3 blocks,
■■■■■■till now. laundry. Phon*94*3006

FOR SALE
Nresto-11
432404a.

Cal

Olrl'e 'piece BR set - Wh it. with
brawn fofliatowa lop. Oooo oofwttioo. 0*u
Lyrm, 4334662 for more into.

Attention - Excellent income lor home
assembly work. Info. (504)646-1700,
dapt. VA-4806.
Aaaie
I *r*e management programSummer job opportunities. Ideal lor
college student.. National company has
fuH-trne summer internships available ki
NoVa 4 MD. All majors accepted. $3,120
guwanu.d. Scholarships, trip* 4 college
credit. For more info eel Mr. Ruga at
(703)359-2944 or (800)0334078.
Cndlcc* Cavern* - Want tour guides.
Accepting application* Sunday* 1 4pm
or oaf tor appointment. 806-2283
Olrl Beaut reeldent camp atalf Administrative atalf. RN/EMT. food
auperviaor. program apeciali.t., pool
director, pool Marl, 4 unit counselors
needed; June 11-August IS. Two
seasonal reeldent camp* located near
Hernsonburo 6 Leeeburg, VA Contact:
Corinna Lambert. Q8CNC. 2233
Wisconsin Ave. NW, Washington, OC
20007. (202)337-4300. EOE

ljn-$»10eadcintll4li«ICa4 Jason,

K6264.

LOST & FOUND

Super single water bed - W
head board. New full anti-llotation
mattreet 4 temperature control Price
rwgotfeht*. Cal43M814.

A Lite of Leopold Fedar Senghot* on
ouad bench 4/10. Cal T.R.. 432-0059.

Sato - Iiwtont cenettlen. $76 or beet
after Cal .4610.

Found - Buwglaaaee en quad. Call
Man a 433-7542 to identify.

HELP WANTED
0ew.il44ll.wJ aa»al*»,aaia-Makeup to
$2.000-$4.OO0./mo. teaching baaic
conversational Engbh abroad. Japan,
Taiwan $ S. Korea. Many employer*
provide mom 4 board * other benefit*.
No teaching background or Atian
language, required. For more info oall
(2MJ632-1146. »J5325. (Bit
your

toMstd).

Attention: Preeled, Pr.Law,
fcaalnesa iwajorol

aiaMali August 1. 3 BR. 2 1/2 bah*. 1
btook horn campus, very nice. 432-3079.

SUMMER J66&
Work In Charlotteevi lie or
rvorthsrn Virginia. Earn $3,500$7,000 with Student Services
Moving Company or Student
Serviced Houeepaintera Inc.

University Ptec* - 4 BR, $l*4Vp*r*on.
June lease. 432-3979

1 Bodroom Apt.
Dutchmlll Court
Qu 1st, nlcs, 4 blocks.
No smoking/partTas.
$315
434-2100

{ISsnV. pswtoa aa mail praceseoi ■
For info, cal (202)310-5058

Diiaaaur
«H-Li. ■ - m
OUMIMm sTBVBSa ■T«le4lD*« fJVIUI

exparkenceiobedpwHh
raeuma. Mak* Si BOO par

Summer aubiet - Hunter'* Ridge. 2
BR. cheepl Cal Kan. 433-5899.

month thai euenrnor.

Ma
ubl -Cheepl rime*..
only. Cal Heather. 433-7430.

Tuesday, AprM 26 at 2 * 4 pm
In Taylor 303 or

Madleen Mener - t BR. 2 bath
tomtohed urwts. 1st. 2nd. 3rd floor unit*
available. $485rmo 433-3380

PtwMeaM wMrfOffnpl!

6pmlnZSH202

rwtarfvwi — aWOs,

Blat*. FiwJwJi 4* AirvcoVi:

SERVICES
Typlat - Accurate, reeeenable
computer/typewriter, rush lob*. 4344947. or pager. 668-0774.

WANTED
quaHy. Cheap price. 833-6112
•toy eeaeien 6 eurnaejr - awsyoator to
stay with my 12 year ok) daughter, need
oer. Cal Van Pence. 433-2042.
Te eubleeee Madison Manor Beginning May. We pay $100. Call 280-

PERSONALS
The Common* Apertmente - Looking
for .ingle. 4 group*. Cal 432-0800.

looking to most somsone like youl
Muatbe18yrs. oroktor.
Procel Co. (602)064-7420
$2.90 per rrsnute.

NOTICE
For more Informstlon and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opporl unit toe S work
at horns opportunities, contact
the Better Buaineea Bureau
Inc.. at (703) 342-3455.

Living in Convera* next year? Help us
kve with friends in Converse. Switch for
fire! floor Wayland room. Call iSOSB.
Delta Qamm* congretukUea it* newly
initiated Sisters - Michelle. Twa. Melesi.
Sue, Kelly, Christine 4 Sandy. We love
youl

Adoption - Loving childless couple.
unebto to have children, longing to adopt
infant. Cell Patty I Bob collect, (703)9049782.

Attention
Freshmen

Photographers

Learn how you can
become involved In
the Sophomore Ring
Committee!
Info meeting
Tuesday, April 26
5:00 pm
Taylor 402

Anyone Interacted In taking
photographs tor the
Bluootone, please contact
Shertoy (t 434-3540
or Jason at iMit.
POM posHlona available!
Grand eeenlngl Europe Vldeol
Sunday-Thursday. 128pm; Friday 4
Saturday. 10am-70pm. 564-2775. 434
North Mason Street. 3 video* tor $6 tor
24 hrs., 3 lor $6 lor 48 hr*. Free
nervation. Super Nintendo 4 VCRs
.-tort
I wgwOiaUonT Need
• tudent group to spon**r vender.
•tudent
Dieoounted pot} thirt l Iswslry. Sato %
of groee salee or $50 day guarantee Call
Stephen R. Oshns at (301)686-7434 for

Auditions for
Fsmals Vocalist
for
HolySmoks

Hey students! Mtoheto Austin, formerly
of Spottwood Hair Cuttery, is now the
Koud owner of The Man* Attraction."
•gonal Irom Hardea'i. Student
discounts with ID. $8. Opening May 2nd.
433-2212
Carly Scar**** M reeky amartl
Men, beverages 4 a cookoutl Way to
start a weakendl AKA is cool. Love, £K.

PLEASE,

Folk, Country, Acoustic Reek

Call 439-3502 for Info!

WAKEL*V6UAL6VI;LIFM
CaHDATEUNEIrOWII
(900)662-4400 en. ieej
Liiton to single guy* ft gall

Congratulations
to FIJI
on tholr rscsnt
IFC Recognition
& tholr 1st annual
FIJI Island Party!

Help protect the

Help - Need aubtot? June. Jury. August
Cheepl hao* houeel 434-9410
Va, Beach reeon - May 20-27. 1994.
Condo sleeps 4. Atlantic Ave., ocean
view, pool, hot tub, eierciea room, 4
cable TV. Just $900. CaH (804)264-7400
alter 7pm.

environment.

CTHetoiMi-ltoMtbeet Inc. 4*2-1770

Recycle
this
Breeze.

Attention Greek*!
3 u mme r work. Make $56001!
Intervtosrs on
Tuesday, April 28 at 2prn a 4pm
In Taylor 303
or 6pm in ZSH 202
College credit avallabto.
Please be prompt!

TIME IS RUNNING
OUT
Don't miss your last chance this semester to reach more than
11,000 JMU students and 1,400 full-time
faculty and staff,
(or at least your special Pookie Bear in the classifieds)
Deadline for display ads is today at 5 p.m.
Deadline for classifieds is Tuesday at noon.
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MRGF ONE TOPPING!

«

#

0s
•Deep-Dish Pan 7." •

%

130% BIGGER Than The Other Guys Large For The Same Price! •

X-LARGE
ONE TOPPING!
ft

I.

1

•Deep-Dish Pan sST
7. 99

433-3111

433-2300
JMU Campus / S. Main St

Port Rd / Market St

SUB MEAL *
•o

CARRY-OUT / DELIVERY
I
/ $^98
One Topping

<■■.

/

to Topp'r .

Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub,
Chips & a Coke For Just *5."!
—taasi

—

fr MEDIUM DOUBLES^ CHEEZZTICKS ffPIZZA PANIC
16 CHEEZZTICKS MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
TWO MEDIUM
w/sauce!
PIZZA &EK*Wtybread!
i ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

$a 99
I—<5WSI

Original or CRISPY-THIN
Dccp-Dish $1 Extra Per Pizza

♦
— 'M"

JMWSOchaezztkks • $6.99

TmiSg&l

99

inal or CRISPY-THIN

